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ABSTRACT 

Studies have shown that wild-type hTERT protein can functionally replace the HPV-

16E6 protein, which cooperates with the viral E7 protein in the immortalization of 

primary keratinocytes.  Previously, we made the surprising finding that catalytically 

inactive hTERT (hTERTci), elongation-defective hTERT (hTERT-HA), and telomere 

recruitment-defective (hTERT N+T) also cooperate with E7 in cell immortalization, 

indicating that hTERT has immortalizing activities independent of its telomere 

maintenance functions.  Since reports show an hTERT role in gene activation, we 

performed microarray studies to discover that E6, hTERT and hTERT mutated proteins 

altered the expression of highly overlapping sets of cellular genes.  Pursuing in-depth 

studies of these targets shared by E6 and hTERT, we focused on AIB1, a nuclear 

coactivator known to be elevated in some cancers, and BMI1, the core subunit of the 

Polycomb Group Repressor Complex (PRC) 1 which is known to play a role in 
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immortalization and determining cell fate.  We proved that AIB1 levels were increased 

in a number of cervical cancer cell lines.  Additionally, both AIB1 and BMI1 are 

elevated in HPV-immortalized cell lines.  We showed further that BMI1 can substitute 

for E6 or hTERT in cell immortalization.  Finally, in vivo tissue studies revealed 

expression of AIB1 and BMI1 increase with the severity of cervical dysplasia, 

suggesting a potential role in cervical cancer.  Whereas BMI1 appears to be a marker 

of progression differentiating between pre-neoplastic and neoplastic lesions, AIB1 

appears to delineate invasion from earlier stages, significantly increasing in invasive 

carcinoma.  Together, these data demonstrate that AIB1 may be a novel cellular target 

of the HPV E6 oncoprotein and that hTERT has extratelomeric activities in cell 

immortalization and that its induction of BMI1 is a potential mechanism for mediating 

this activity.  
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1.1 Human Papillomaviruses & Cervical Cancer 

 
  

Human papillomaviruses (HPVs) are highly prevalent and clinically relevant 

pathogens.  These small (with a genome size of about 8 kb) double-stranded DNA 

viruses infect squamous epithelia.  Of the over 120 HPV types that have been 

described, approximately one third infect the genital tract1.  Infection can lead to 

benign papillomas or in some cases cancer.  In fact, nearly all cases of cervical 

carcinoma are associated with infection by HPV2,3.  The cancer-promoting activities of 

HPV are restricted to only certain so-called “high-risk” type HPVs.  The two most 

common “high risk” HPVs are HPV-16 and HPV-18, which are associated with 50% 

and 15% of cervical cancers, respectively4.  Fortunately, a vaccine has been recently 

introduced that can prevent initial infection by these two major types5.  However, the 

remaining HPV types responsible for causing over 30% of cancers are not yet included 

in the vaccines.  Although Papanicolau smears are an effective screening tool that have 

successfully lowered incidences in the United States, cervical cancer remains the 

second leading cause of cancer deaths in women worldwide6.  Therefore, 

understanding the role of HPV infection in tumor initiation and progression is 

necessary and of great urgency.  Furthermore, HPV infection and progression to 

cervical cancer provides a unique model to understand the development of many other 

types of human cancers, allowing for the identification of additional aberrant signaling 

pathways in malignant transformation.  The fact that the 2008 Nobel Prize was 
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awarded to Harald zur Hausen for his discovery that high-risk HPV types are the 

causative agents of cervical cancer highlights the value of this model to the scientific 

community at-large6. 

 

HPVs have a unique life cycle.  Unlike most viruses that produce progeny virus from 

the cell in which they infect, HPVs depend on host replication and differentiation for a 

productive infection7.  This is due to the fact that HPVs rely on host cell enzymes for 

viral replication.  Only after the infected cell undergoes mitosis and differentiation 

does the synthesis of new virions take place.  HPVs infect the basal cells of the 

squamous epithelium, which become exposed as a result of microabrasions in the skin.  

Normally, only the basal cells are actively dividing.  However, in HPV-infected cells, 

suprabasal cells continue proliferating and dividing.  The virus relies on cells in the top 

layers of the epithelium to amplify its genome and package the virus6. 

 

The uncoupling of proliferation and differentiation seen in HPV-infected cells has been 

closely studied.  This cell cycle dysregulation is achieved by the HPV E6 and E7 

proteins.  These two oncogenes are uniformly retained and expressed in cervical 

cancers3 and their continued expression is required for the cells to retain the 

tumorigenic phenotype, a finding supported by studies using a variety of techniques to 

knockdown expression8.  Therefore, these viral gene products represent ideal 

therapeutic targets for HPV-induced malignancy and understanding their interplay with 

host cell biology is crucial. 
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The major cellular targets of E6 and E7 are well-described.  E7 acts at the restriction 

point to bind the cellular Retinoblastoma (RB) protein, disassociating RB from E2F, 

leading to transcription of S phase genes and uncontrolled cell growth9–11.  E7 proteins 

from all HPV types bind RB but the “high-risk” E7 proteins do so with a much higher 

affinity7,10.  As a result of RB-E2F targeting by high-risk E7, cells respond by 

increasing levels of the tumor suppressor p53, leading to impaired growth12.  To 

combat this, the E6 protein uses a variety of mechanisms to interfere with p53.  

Notably, the E6 protein complexes with the cellular E6-associated protein (E6AP), 

functioning as an E3 ubiquitin ligase in p53 ubiquitination, thereby tagging p53 for 

degradation by the 26S proteosomal degradation pathway13.   

 

A number of other functions and targets for E6 have been described as playing a role in 

malignant transformation.  Other notable p53-independent targets of E6 include the 

PDZ proteins14.  PDZ proteins associate only with “high-risk” E6 due to a conserved 

C-terminal PDZ-binding motif found only in “high-risk” HPVs.  PDZ proteins anchor 

transmembrane proteins to the cytoskeleton and facilitate signal transduction by 

stabilizing complexes15.  Importantly, transgenic mice encoding a form of E6 defective 

for PDZ binding do not develop hyperplasia or tumors14.  E6 has also been shown to 

activate Akt, Wnt, mTORC1 and other well-known cancer signaling pathways7,16. 
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Most recently, research has focused on the role of HPV in histone modification and 

chromatin remodeling.  E7 has been shown to interact with the chromatin silencing 

polycomb group complexes via E2F6 interaction17 as well as to induce histone 

demethylase expression18.  Other histone modifying proteins have been shown to be 

regulated by E6.   E6 inhibits the histone acetyltransferase (HAT) activity of the 

important coactivator p30019.  Very recently, Hsu et al showed that E6 also targets 

histone methyltransferases, including CARM1, to modulate gene transcription20.   

 

Further elucidating the roles of E6 and E7 on human cell biology and their effects in 

altering the cell cycle and creating an environment conducive to cellular transformation 

continues to receive significant funding and attention. 
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1.2 HPV, Immortalization & Telomerase 

 

Cellular immortalization is a hallmark of cancer cells21.  E6 and E7 are required and 

sufficient for the immortalization of human primary genital keratinocytes22, providing 

an exceptional model not simply for malignant transformation but also for studying 

this earlier premalignant state.  Inactivation of the RB pathway, the function of E7 in 

the HPV model, appears to be requisite for immortalization.  However, E6 mutated 

proteins defective for p53 degradation can still immortalize cells23,24, suggesting it is 

not required.  Studies from our laboratory and others have demonstrated that activation 

of the reverse transcriptase protein component of the telomerase complex (TERT) by 

E6 is critical for cell immortalization by HPV23,25,26.  While it seems likely that the 

primary intent of HPV-induced telomerase activity is to convert keratinocytes into a 

stem cell-like phenotype to facilitate HPV persistence or viral DNA replication, it is 

also apparent that increased TERT is required for viral-mediated cell 

immortalization23,26,27.  E6 executes this increase in telomerase activity by 

transcriptional28,29, post-transcriptional30 and direct protein/protein31 mechanisms. 

 

The transcriptional activation of telomerase by E6 has been studied in-depth.  HPV E6 

protein has been shown to bind and activate the hTERT promoter, and our laboratory 

has demonstrated that HPV-16 E6 induction of hTERT is dependent on myc and E6AP 

in primary human foreskin keratinocytes (HFKs)32,33.  Although E6AP is required, the 
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induction of telomerase is independent of its ability to degrade p5334,35.  This link has 

sparked our interest in hTERT and its role in cellular immortalization and cancer. 
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1.3 Telomeres & Telomerase 

 

During normal cell division, telomeres, which are repetitive nucleotide sequences at 

the ends of chromosomes, shorten 50-200 nucleotides each division36.  Data suggests 

that when telomeres shorten to a critical length, cellular senescence is induced and 

apoptosis eventually follows37.  However, cancer cells function differently and evade 

this cellular fate by activating the telomerase complex.  Telomerase is activated in 85-

90% of cancers, making it possibly the most universal cancer target38,39.  Recent 

studies indicate that telomerase may assist in bypassing two separate events which 

block the continuous replication of primary human cells:  mortality stage 1 (M1, 

replicative senescence) followed by mortality stage 2 (M2, crisis)37.  In some cells, 

especially those with decreased expression of the p16/RB pathway, telomerase activity 

is sufficient to bypass both M1 and M2 blockades and to stabilize and elongate 

telomeres23.  The telomerase complex functions in the protection of telomere repeats 

and the prevention of chromosomal fusion, and cellular senescence and apoptosis40,41.  

Its activation is a key step in cellular immortalization, an early requirement in 

progression to cancer42,43.   

 

Telomerase is a specialized reverse transcriptase that synthesizes the telomeric repeat 

DNA sequences at the ends of chromosomes44. Although the complex involves many 

proteins, the ability to lengthen telomeres requires just two core elements- the protein 
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component TERT and the RNA component TERC.  TERT contains an enzymatic 

reverse transcriptase domain that acts as an RNA-dependent DNA polymerase by using 

TERC as the RNA template to add the TTAGGG hexameric repeats to telomeric 

DNA45.  While TERC is ubiquitously expressed in normal and cancer cells45,46, hTERT 

is expressed in significantly higher amounts in telomerase-positive cells compared to 

telomerase-negative cells47,48.  Indeed, ectopic expression of hTERT in telomerase-

negative cells is sufficient to restore telomerase activity as well as extend life span in 

these cells42,47. 
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1.4 Structure of TERT 

 

 
 
 

Figure 1.  Protein structure of hTERT. 

hTERT is an 1132 amino acid reverse transcriptase that contains the TEN/GQ/RID1 and TRBD/RID2 

domains shown in red, the Reverse Transcriptase (RT) domain shown in green, and the C-terminal 

Extension (CTE) domain shown in blue.  The Dissociates Activities of Telomerase (DAT) domain lies 

with the RID1 domain and is shown in orange49. 
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The hTERT protein is 1132 amino acids made up of four major domains: TERT 

essential N-terminal/GQ/RNA-interaction domain 1 (TEN/GQ/RID1), the TERT RNA 

binding domain/RNA-interaction domain 2 (TRBD/RID2), the Reverse Transcriptase 

Domain (RT), and the C-terminal Extension (CTE) (Figure 1). 

 

The Reverse Transcriptase domain of TERT is evolutionarily well-conserved.  The 

overall configuration of nucleic acid polymerases has been described as a “right hand”, 

with “thumb”, “palm” and “finger” arrangements50.  This model is helpful due to a 

significant insertion between motifs A and B’ found to be telomerase specific, which 

has become known as the insertion of fingers domain (IFD)51.  Essential for catalytic 

activity, the RT domain is not sufficient for binding of the TERC RNA component.  N- 

and C- terminal regions of TERT are not conserved among other RTs and therefore 

likely represent telomerase-specific functions. 

 

All amino acids on the amino terminus of the RT domain are collectively referred to as 

the N-terminal Extension, or NTE.  The NTE is further subdivided into two functional 

domains: the TEN/GQ/RID1 domain and the TRBD/RID2 domain.  The 

TEN/GQ/RID1 domain is considered to have low affinity for the TERC RNA template 

and displays binding affinity for single-stranded telomeric DNA49.  Therefore, studies 

suggest that this domain is involved in DNA substrate recognition and other enzymatic 

functions. 
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The TRBD/RID2 domain shows much higher affinity for TERC, and TERT-TERC 

interaction appears to stabilize the complex.  Found on the very C-terminus of the 

TRBD/RID2 domain is the T-motif52.  The T-motif has been called the hallmark of 

telomerases due to its signature FYXTE sequence with nearly universal conservation 

across the more than 40 known TERT proteins.  In hTERT, this sequence corresponds 

to amino acids 561-565.  This motif is thought to be responsible for TERT RNA 

binding53,54. 

 

The C-terminal Extension (CTE) appears to play a role in protein-protein interaction 

and multimerization.  Two-hybrid systems uncovered proteins that interact with the C-

terminus of hTERT, including the intracellular localization of TERT is regulated by 

14-3-3 protein and the ubiquitin ligase MKRN149.  The C-terminus also appears to play 

a role in telomere elongation. 
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1.5 Extratelomeric Functions of TERT 

 

A basic tenet of cell immortalization is that hTERT reverse transcriptase activity is 

essential for maintaining or elongating telomeres, thus allowing for continued cell 

replication 44.  However, our early studies showed that E6-induced telomerase activity 

could be dissociated from telomere maintenance55.   Supporting this hypothesis, 

previous work clearly indicates that immortalized cells exhibited similar levels of 

telomerase activity, yet telomeres shorten during cell passaging and stabilize at late 

passages (Figure 2).  We have also demonstrated the same pattern of telomere length 

in keratinocytes immortalized by a ROCK inhibitor56. These data suggest that extra-

telomeric functions of telomerase or hTERT play a role during cell immortalization 

independent of telomere maintenance. 
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Figure 2.  Telomerase activity dissociates from telomere length during immortalization of human 

genital keratinocytes by HPV E6 and E7 oncoproteins. 

Primary human foreskin keratinocytes (HFKs) and human ectocervical keratinocytes (HECs) were 

transduced with pLXSN-based retroviruses containing HPV E6, E7, E6/E7, or empty vector and selected 
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as previously described.  Cultures were passed continuously in vitro as described in the text and the 

number of cell doublings calculated and plotted versus time in culture.  Cultures that did not proliferate 

and expand in 20 days were considered senescent and were terminated.  This experiment was repeated 

more than five times with similar results.  (A) Immortalized cells exhibit similar levels of telomerase 

activity as cervical cancer cells. Quantitative TRAP assays as described in the Materials and Methods 

were used to measure telomerase activity in E6/E7 immortalized HFKs, E6/E7 immortalized HECs, and 

SiHa (HPV-16 positive), HeLa (HPV-18 positive), and C33A (HPV negative) cervical cancer cell lines.  

(B) Telomere length stabilizes in E6/E7 immortalized cells and cervical cancer cell lines.  DNA was 

isolated from HFKs at indicated passages and cervical cancer cells, and relative telomere length (T/S 

ratio=telomere/single copy gene) was measured using real-time PCR, as described in the Material and 

Methods. Immortalized cells and cancer cells have relatively short telomeres. (C) Telomere length 

shortens over cell passages during immortalization in HPV-16 E6/E7 immortalized HFKs. DNA was 

isolated and subjected to real-time PCR-based telomere length measurement.  These experiments were 

performed previously by other members of the Schlegel laboratory. 
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Several reports indicate that hTERT-HA fails to elongate telomeres and immortalize 

human fibroblasts57,58 or HA1 cells despite a high level of telomerase activity59. 

However, we found that hTERT-HA reproducibly and efficiently immortalized HFK 

cells in cooperation with HPV E7 (Figure 3C). Even more interesting, these 

immortalized HFK cells have shortened telomeres (Figure 3B). We also observed the 

same results with the hTERT N+T mutated protein, which is positive for telomerase 

activity, but negative for telomere recruitment and elongation (Figure 4).  Similarly, a 

study from the Blackburn laboratory suggests that the hTERT+C mutated protein, 

similar to hTERT-HA, is able to immortalize fibroblasts in cooperation with HPV E6, 

E7 or SV40 T antigen57.  Furthermore, previous studies have shown that catalytically-

defective hTERT mutated proteins also were defective for immortalization in human 

fibroblasts58.  However, we demonstrate that telomerase activity is not required, as the 

catalytically-defective hTERTci D868A retains its ability to immortalize HFKs in 

cooperation with E7 (Figure 4).  Still, a general finding was that cells immortalized by 

hTERT-HA had an apparent slower growth rate than those with wt hTERT.  Whether 

this is due to alterations in the growth rate (cell cycle) or the passaging efficiency (i.e. 

apoptosis or anoikis during trypsinization and plating) is unknown. 
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Figure 3. Telomere elongation defective hTERT cooperates with HPV E7 and immortalizes human 

keratinocytes (HFKs). 

Primary HFKs were transduced with pBABE-puro-based retroviruses containing hTERT or hTERT-HA 

and pLXSN-based retroviruses with HPV E7 or empty vector and selected with puromycin and G418 as 
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previously described.  Cultures were passed continuously in vitro, and growth curves were plotted with 

population doubling over time in culture.  Cultures that did not proliferate and expand in 20 days were 

considered senescent and were terminated.  This experiment was repeated more than three times with 

similar results. (A) Telomerase activity. Quantitative TRAP assays were done as described in the 

Materials and Methods. Similar levels of telomerase activity were observed among cells expressing an 

hTERT construct. (B) Telomere length.  Telomeres lengthened in hTERT/E7 cells, but shortened in 

hTERT-HA/E7 cells.  (C) Growth curves.   Both wild-type hTERT and hTERT-HA immortalize HFKs 

in combination with HPV E7 based on the ability to grow beyond 50 population doublings.  These 

experiments were performed previously by other members of the Schlegel laboratory. 
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Figure 4.  Catalytically defective and telomere recruitment defective hTERT proteins cooperate 

with HPV E7 to immortalize HFKs. 

Primary HFKs were transduced with the indicated pBABE-puro based retroviruses containing wild-type 

hTERT, hTERT N+T, or hTERT-D868A and pLXSN-based retroviruses containing E7 or empty vector 

and then doubly selected with puromycin and G418 as previously described. (A) Telomerase activity in 

early passage of the transduced cells.  CHAP lysates were harvested at early passage (p5) and telomerase 
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activity was measured by quantitative real-time TRAP.  (B) Growth curves. Cultures were passed 

continuously in vitro and growth curves were plotted with population doubling over time in culture.  

Cultures that did not proliferate and expand in 20 days were considered senescent and were terminated.  

This experiment was repeated more than three times with similar results. Wild-type hTERT, hTERT-

D868A, and hTERT N+T are all able to immortalize HFKs in combination with E7 based on the ability 

to grow beyond 50 population doublings. These experiments were performed previously by other 

members of the Schlegel laboratory. 
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Our laboratory has also shown that immortalization is independent of the telomere 

lengthening function of hTERT (unpublished).  Telomere lengthening is predominantly 

carried out by telomerase, but can also occur via the alternative telomere lengthening 

(ALT) pathway60. However, the exact mechanisms of telomere maintenance or 

elongation remain elusive.  Studies have suggested that many mechanisms– including 

enzymatic activity, telomere-capping, and recombination– may play roles in final 

stabilization of telomeres in immortalized and human cancer cells. 

 

As the role of telomeres and telomerase is further studied, there is growing skepticism 

as to whether the stabilization of chromosome ends entirely explains the ability of 

telomerase to promote tumorigenesis.  Concurrently, evidence is accumulating that 

other so-called non-canonical functions exist for hTERT.  For example, mTERT has 

been ascribed roles in altering apoptotic responses61, tumor formation in mice62,63, stem 

cell migration and renewal64 and chromatin remodeling65.  The Artandi laboratory has 

shown evidence that mTERT can not only augment breast cancer development in mice, 

but also can regulate the transcription of genes responsive to the Wnt/β-catenin 

pathway64.  Smith et al have shown that in human mammary epithelial cells (HMECS) 

telomerase modulates expression of growth-controlling genes, including EGFR66.  

VEGF and FGF also appear to be induced by hTERT in fibroblasts, along with many 

other targets67,68.  Even more recently, Daniels et al documented gene expression 

changes in TERT over-expressing fibroblasts, with stanniocalcin-2 identified as an 

immediate target69.   Interestingly, the majority of this data has been recapitulated with 
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an hTERT mutated protein that is catalytically-inactive, suggesting that these non-

canonical roles of hTERT are independent of the reverse transcriptase function. 
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1.6 Partners in Immortalization: BMI1 & the Polycomb Group Proteins 

 

Although hTERT has been shown to be a key player in cellular immortalization, in 

many cases it does not immortalize alone23.  The Polycomb group (PcG) complex of 

proteins acts through remodeling chromatin by making histone modifications to silence 

hundreds of genes.  PcG proteins have been implicated in controlling cell fate, 

development, and cancer70–72.  They were originally discovered in the fruitfly as 

repressors of Hox genes based on posterior body segment mutations, which is 

essentially conserved in vertebrates that exhibit skeletal malformations73,74.  PcG 

proteins are classified based on which of the two Polycomb Repressor Complexes 

(PRCs) they associate with.   

 

Polycomb Repressor Complex 2 (PRC2) functions as the initiator complex.  PRC2 

recruitment to chromatin is not well understood, although 97% of PRC2-positive 

targets correspond to annotated CpG islands or CG-rich regions based on ChIP-

sequencing studies75.  In Drosophila, Polycomb response elements are recognized by 

the DNA-binding protein Pleiohomeotic (PHO) and related genes.  Binding of PHO 

and other proteins to the PREs forms the PHO-Repressor Complex (PHO-RC) and is 

thought to trigger recruitment of PRC2 to the site.  Interestingly, PHO has a 

mammalian homologue, yin and yang 1 (YY1) (Figure 5, taken from ref 76).75   
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Still, the classical function of PRC2 is well-described.  PRC2 has methyltransferase 

activity and acts specifically to methylate Lysine 27 of Histone 3, adding up to three 

methyl groups (Figure 5).  Trimethylated H3K27 (H3K27me3) is considered the main 

form of H3K27 in PcG silencing.  Studies show that this histone modification 

colocalizes with PcG complexes while the mono- and dimethylated forms of H3K27 

appear to be more widespread75.  The subunit responsible for the methyltransferase 

activity is Enhancer of Zeste 2 (EZH2).  EZH2 activity relies on assembly with 

Suppresor of Zeste 12 (SUZ12) and Embryonic Ectoderm Development (EED).  The 

fourth subunit nucleosome remodelling factor 55 (NURF55) mediates histone binding.  

An alternative catalytic subunit, EZH1, is encoded in mammals.  Strikingly, EZH2 is 

highly expressed during embryogenesis and proliferation while EZH1 is more 

commonly found in adult tissues and non-dividing cells75.  Interestingly, EZH2 and 

SUZ12 are both found to be overexpressed in human tumors72. 

 

H3K27me3 modifications by the PRC2 initiator complex are thought to create a 

docking site for the executor complex, PRC175 (Figure 5).  Unlike PRC2, there is 

significant diversity among complexes of the PRC1 family.  Reconstituted PRC1 has 

been shown to repress transcription in vitro75.  Classic PRC1 is also a tetrameric 

complex involving Chromobox protein homologue 4 (CBX4), Polyhomeotic 1 (PH1), 

RING1B, and B lymphoma Mo-MLV insertion region 1 (BMI1).  The chromodomain 

of CBX4 is thought to recognize the H3K27me3 modification (Figure 5).  Although 

the molecular mechanism of transcriptional silencing is still unclear, the complex can 
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inhibit transcriptional activation by the SWI/SNF complex family and directly binds to 

transcriptional initiation machinery72. 
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Figure 5.  Potential Roles for H3K27me3 in PcG function. 

Trimethlyated histone H3 on Lys27 (H3K27me3) appears to play a role in transcriptional targeting by 

Polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1).  First, Pleiohomeotic repressive complex (PHO-RC) 

recognizes Polycomb response elements (PREs) and recruits PRC2, which methylates local 

nucleosomes.  The accumulated of H3K27me3 marks could help recruit, bind and stabilize PRC1 

through the chromodomain found in PRC1 complex member CBX4.  Direct PRC1 contacts with PRC2 

may also play a role. 
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PcG complex proteins were first implicated in cancer following the characterization of 

mouse Bmi1. BMI1 was shown to induce lymphomas in mice, acting as a prot-

oncogene that cooperates with MYC76,77.  BMI1 has been shown to inhibit MYC-

induced apoptosis through the repression of the Cdkn2a locus.  This locus is a common 

site of mutations and deletions in human cancer due to the fact that it encodes two 

structurally distinct tumor suppressor proteins, INK4A and ARF78.  INK4A is a cyclin-

dependent kinase inhibitor (CDKI) that activates the RB pathway while ARF induces 

p53 via its inhibition of MDM2.  Since the discovery of Bmi1 overexpression in mouse 

lymphomas76,77, it has been shown to be upregulated in human tumors as well79–81.  In a 

breast cancer study, Bmi1 mRNA levels were increased in E6 expressing cells, MCF7, 

MDA-MB-231, SKBR-3, and ZR-75-1 cell lines and others82. 

 

BMI1 has been linked to hTERT.  BMI1 alone appears to extend lifespan of human 

fibroblasts and immortalize 76N HMECs82.  The distinguishing feature appeared to be 

the ability of BMI1 to induce telomerase, which it did in 76N HMECs but not in 

fibroblasts.  Interestingly, this same cell type-specific induction of TERT in epithelial 

cells but not fibroblasts was seen by our laboratory with HPV E627.  A later study 

claims that Bmi1 activation of telomerase is not ubiquitous in all cell types, as it 

induces telomerase in HMECs but not in primary dermal keratinocytes or small airway 

epithelial cells83.  BMI1 was combined with hTERT as a partner in immortalization in 

a variety of primary cell types82,83. 
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1.7 AIB1 & its Functional partners 

 

Amplified in Breast Cancer 1 (AIB1) is a member of the p160/SRC nuclear receptor 

coactivator family.  It promotes transcriptional activity of multiple nuclear receptors 

and transcription factors84,85.  As the name indicates, AIB1 is amplified in 2-10% of 

breast cancer samples86 but increased AIB1 mRNA levels are found in as high as 64% 

of human breast tumors.  Additionally, the Riegel laboratory and others have shown 

direct interaction between E6AP and AIB187,88.  Like AIB1, E6AP has been shown to 

have a role in steroid receptor coactivation and may work in concert with AIB1 to 

perform this function89. 

 

Like other p160/SRC family members, AIB1 has multiple structural and functional 

domains.  Of note is the central region of the p160/SRC family, which contains 

multiple LXXLL motifs, so-called NR boxes because they are responsible for the 

interaction with the ligand-bound nuclear receptor85,90.  However, LXXLL-containing 

proteins interact with many partners, including HPV E6 oncoprotein31. 

 

While AIB1 plays a clear role in nuclear receptor biology, it has also been implicated 

in chromatin remodeling.  AIB1 was isolated as the p300/CBP cointegrator-associated 

protein (p/CIP) based on its ability to interact with the C terminus of CBP and has been 

shown to bind to p300 as well91.  Interestingly, AIB1 has been shown to have weak 

HAT activity of its own84.  The activity and stability of AIB1 is regulated via 
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methylation by the E6-targeted CARM1 methyltransferase92,93.  This evidence places 

AIB1 in complex with many of the proteins regulated by E6. 
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1.8 Hypothesis and Specific Aims 

 

Aim 1: Determine if hTERT modulates gene expression in human genital keratinocytes 

compared to HPV-16 E6 and to what extent these expression changes are dependent 

on the reverse transcriptase function of hTERT. 

 

Our studies indicate that a telomerase-independent activity of hTERT collaborates with 

E7 in the immortalization of primary human cells.  To elucidate the underlying 

mechanism, whole genome expression profiling will be completed in keratinocytes 

expressing E6, hTERT, or a catalytically inactive hTERT mutated protein (hTERTci).  I 

hypothesize that non-catalytic hTERT proteins will retain the ability to induce specific 

gene sets and I will use quantitative RT-PCR and western blot to confirm these 

changes. 

 

Aim 2: Confirm and validate a cellular gene modulated by hTERT in human genital 

keratinocytes, determine expression level of the target in various immortalized and 

tumorigenic cell systems, and its ability to substitute for hTERT in immortalizing 

keratinocytes. 

 

Following the identification of potential hTERT target genes, I hypothesize that a 

subset of these genes will be involved in cell immortalization.  I expect these targets 
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will be increased in immortalized and cancer cells, and may be able to substitute for 

hTERT in immortalization.  To test this hypothesis, I will pursue a particular hTERT 

target identified following bioinformatics analysis of the array data.  I will measure 

mRNA and protein levels of this particular target gene in cells immortalized by hTERT 

and HPV.  To explore the target in vivo, I will acquire tissue sections of preneoplastic 

and neoplastic cervical lesions and assess the levels of the target gene by 

immunocytochemistry, predicting that the levels will increase in early stages and 

remain high as disease progresses. 

 

Aim 3: Based on overlapping array gene sets in hTERT and HPV-E6, confirm and 

validate a novel cellular target of E6 in human genital keratinocytes and its expression 

in various HPV-immortalized, tumorigenic cell systems, and cervical preneoplastic 

and neoplastic lesions in vivo. 

 

I expect the microarray experimental data to identify several new targets of HPV E6.  I 

hypothesize that there are cellular targets up-regulated in response to E6 expression 

that play a critical role in immortalization.  To test this hypothesis, I will measure 

mRNA and protein levels of this particular target gene in E6-expressing cells, cells 

immortalized by HPV, and cervical cancer cell lines.  I will examine levels of the 

target protein in cells expressing E6 mutated proteins with particular phenotypes, 

including immortalization-defective, p53-degradation defective, and other functionally 

defective mutated proteins.  To explore the target in vivo, I will acquire tissue sections 
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of preneoplastic and neoplastic cervical lesions and assess the levels of the target gene 

by immunocytochemistry, predicting that the levels will increase in early stages and 

remain high as disease progresses. 

 

Aim 4: Generate and validate the expression of a spectrum of hTERT mutated proteins.  

The basic functional domains of hTERT will be altered by constructing (and obtaining) 

both deletion and point mutations. 

 

To further implicate hTERT function in the altering of gene expression, the domain 

responsible for such activity should be identified.  To explore this, I will introduce 

deletion, substitution, and point mutations to the hTERT protein and assess the ability 

of the mutated proteins to alter gene expression.  I will utilize the array data to identify 

target genes that provide potential for rapid screening of mutated proteins, by reporter 

assay and by measuring endogenous mRNA levels of the target gene.  I expect that the 

large deletion mutated proteins will be instrumental in directing my focus to a 

particular region of hTERT and point mutations will allow focused studies on 

particular residues of interest. 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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Plasmids and retroviruses. 

pLXSN vector and pLXSN-16E6, pLXSN-16E7, pLXSN-16E6E7 were as described 

previously27,55. pJS55 vector and pJS55-16E6 wt, E6 mutated proteins Δ123-127, SAT, 

or ΔPDZ were constructed based on previous publications23. pBABE-puro-hTERT, 

pBABE-puro-hTERT-N+T57, pBABE-puro-hTERT-D868A94 were gifts from Dr. 

Elizabeth Blackburn, pBABE-puro-hTERT-HA59 from Dr. Robert Weinberg, and 

pCLMSCV-puro-Bmi183 from Dr. Tohru Kiyono.  Other hTERT mutated proteins 

were made using the QuikChange XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene, La 

Jolla, CA).  An N-terminal double Flag epitope tag was added to hTERT using a PCR 

insertion method. SD3443 retrovirus packaging cells were transfected with pLXSN 

vectors or pBABE-puro vectors described above using LipofectAmine 2000 

(Invitrogen) as instructed. Culture supernatants containing retrovirus were collected 48 

hours after transfection. 

Cell culture and generation of stable cell lines. 

Primary human foreskin keratinocytes (HFKs) were isolated and cultured from 

neonatal foreskins as described95. Primary human ectocervical keratinocytes (HECs) 

were derived from fresh cervical tissue similarly and obtained after hysterectomy for 

benign uterine diseases. Standard trypsinization procedures were used to isolate the 

keratinocytes, which were cultured in serum-free keratinocyte medium supplemented 

with 50 μg/ml of bovine pituitary extract and 25 ng/ml of recombinant epidermal 

growth factor (Invitrogen). The cells were cultured in serum-free keratinocyte growth 
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media (Invitrogen) supplemented with gentamycin (50 µg/ml).  Primary HFKs and 

HECs were transduced with amphotropic pLXSN retroviruses expressing HPV-16E6, 

E7, or both E6 and E7 and/or pBABE-puro retroviruses expressing hTERT or its 

mutated proteins (see above).  Retrovirus-transduced cells were selected in G418 (100 

µg/ml) for 5 days and/or puromycin (2 ug/ml) for 3 days.  Resistant colonies were 

pooled and passaged every 3-4 days (1:4 ratio for HFKs and HECs).  HeLa, C33A, 

SiHa cells were maintained in complete DMEM medium. All cells were cultured on 

plastic tissue culture dishes or flasks. 

Formalin Fixation and Paraffin Embedding. 

To prepare cells for immunocytochemistry, cells were pelleted and then fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde solution overnight and resuspended in HistoGel (Richard-Allan 

Scientific) at a ratio of 1:1 per volume.  The gel matrix was processed through 

graduated alcohols and Clear-Rite 3 (Richard-Allan Scientific) for paraffin embedding 

using the Leica ASP300 system (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Paraffin 

sections were cut at 5 µm and mounted on Superfrost Plus slides (Fisher Scientific). 

Tissue. 

Patient samples were acquired through the Histopathology and Tissue Shared Resource 

at the Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center (Washington, DC).  Twenty one 

cervical tissues were acquired which represented different pathological stages–one 

normal tissue core and five tissue cores for each of the following pathological stages: 
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Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia Stage 1 (CIN1), CIN2, CIN3 or carcinoma in situ, 

and invasive cervical carcinoma. 

Real-time quantitative telomeric repeat amplification protocol (Q-TRAP). 

 Human keratinocytes and fibroblasts were lysed and analyzed by Q-TRAP96 with 

SYBR Green Supermixture (Bio-Rad). A standard curve was produced for the real-

time Q-TRAP assay using serially diluted HeLa cell extracts. All samples were run in 

triplicate. 

Microarray. 

hTERTwt, hTERTci, HPV E6 or the pBP vector was stably expressed in primary 

HFKs.  Cells were grown on 100 mm tissue culture dishes (BD Falcon) to confluency 

before harvesting RNA with 1 mL TRIzol Reagent according to manufacturer’s 

protocol.  DNAse treatment was performed (Ambion, Austin, TX).  RNA was sent to 

MOGene, LC (St. Louis, MO) for microarray analysis.  E6, hTERTwt, and hTERTci 

D8686A were run separately against the pBP on a two-color Agilent whole human 

genome slide with a 4 x 44K format. A total of six comparative arrays were run- 

hTERTwt, hTERTci, or E6 vs. empty vector and run with a duplicate for dye swap.  

RNA was amplified using the Agilent Low Input Linear Amplification kit (Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA), and then labeled with either cyanine-5 or cyanine-3 

using the ULS RNA Fluorescent Labeling Kit (Kreatech Biotechnology, Amsterdam, 

The Netherlands).  825 ng each of labeled c-DNA was hybridized overnight at 65 C in 

an ozone-free room to protect the label.  All washes and hybridization conditions 
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followed were consistent with the Agilent processing manual (protocol version 4.0).  

Arrays were scanned using an Agilent C scanner and extracted using the Agilent 

Feature Extraction software 10.7.1 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).  Initial 

data analysis was performed by MOGene using the Rosetta Luminator software 

(Agilent). Expression arrays were submitted to DAVID Bioinformatics Resources 6.7 

(NIAID, NIH) for Functional Annotation Clustering97.  Using the MultiExperiment 

Viewer v4.8 (TM4 Microarray Software Suite, Rockville, MD) and data from the four 

hTERT comparative arrays, a heat map was constructed with the cluster of interest98. 

cDNA and Quantitative RT-PCR. 

SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase kit (Invitrogen) was used to perform reverse 

transcription PCR (RT-PCR), as previously described96.  Reactions were annealed and 

analyzed using a Bio-Rad iCycler and accompanying software (Bio-Rad Laboratories).  

Primer sets used include the following: 

AIB1-F:  5’ GTG GCT CTA TTC CCA CAT TG 3’ 

AIB1-R:  5’ CCA GTT GGT TAG ATG CTG CT 3’ 

BMI1-F:  5’ TGC CCA GCA GCA ATG ACT GT 3’ 

BMI1-R:  5’ GTC CAT CTC TCT GGT GAC TGA TCT TC 3’ 

GAPDH-F:  5’ TCT CCT CTG ACT TCA ACA GC 3’ 

GAPDH-R:  5’ GAA ATG AGC TTG ACA AAG TG 3’ 
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Western blots. 

Cells were lysed in 2X SDS gel electrophoresis sample buffer. Proteins were separated 

on a 4-20% Tris-glycine gradient gel (Invitrogen) and electrophoretically transferred to 

an Immobilon-P PVDF membrane (Millipore). The membranes were blocked in 5% 

dry milk-PBST and incubated with antibodies directed against pRB (1:1000, Cell 

Signaling), hTERT (1:1000, Y182, Epitomics), BMI1 (1:200, F6, Millipore), P53 

(1:1000, Pab 1801, Santa Cruz), and HPV16-E7 (1:1000, ED17, Santa Cruz); and a 

secondary antibody with HRP conjugation and detected by chemiluminescence (anti-

rabbit IgG or anti-mouse IgG; Santa Cruz Biotechnology).  Equal protein sample 

loading was monitored using antibodies against β-ACTIN (1:5000, Sigma) or GAPDH 

(1:2000, FL-335, Santa Cruz).  Proteins were visualized by using Western Blotting 

Chemiluminescence Luminol Reagent (Santa Cruz).  Western blot analysis was 

quantified using the Kodak Molecular Imaging Software v.4.0.3 (CareStream Health, 

Inc, Rochester, NY) based on sum intensities and normalized to β-ACTIN or GAPDH. 

Immunocytochemistry and immunohistochemistry. 

Immunocytochemistry of HFK cell pellets and immunohistochemistry of cervical 

tissue was performed for BMI1 and AIB1.  Five micron sections from formalin fixed, 

paraffin embedded tissues were de-paraffinized with xylenes and rehydrated through a 

graded alcohol series. Heat induced epitope retrieval (HIER) was performed by 

immersing the tissue sections at 98oC for 20 minutes in 10 mM citrate buffer (pH 6.0) 

with 0.05% Tween.  Immunohistochemical staining was performed using the 
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VectaStain Kit from Vector Labs according to manufacturer’s instructions.  Briefly, 

slides were treated with 3% hydrogen peroxide for 10 minutes. Endogenous biotin was 

blocked using an avidin/biotin blocking kit from Invitrogen. The slides were then 

treated with 10% normal goat serum and exposed to primary antibodies for BMI1 

(1:200, F6, Millipore) or AIB1 (1:250, Cell Signalling, 5E11) for 1 hour at room 

temperature.  Slides were exposed to appropriate biotin-conjugated secondary 

antibodies (Vector Labs), Vectastain ABC reagent and DAB chromagen (Dako). Slides 

were counterstained with Hematoxylin (Fisher, Harris Modified Hematoxylin) at a 

1:17 dilution for 2 minutes at room temperature, blued in 1% ammonium hydroxide for 

1 minute at room temperature, dehydrated, and mounted with Acrymount.  

Consecutive sections with the omitted primary antibody were used as negative 

controls. 

Immunohistochemistry Scoring. 

To quantify expression of immunohistochemical staining, slides were subjected to a 

randomized, blinded scoring performed by a board-certified surgical pathologist.  

Combined scores were calculated by adding the intensity score and positivity scores.  

Mean and standard deviation of combined scores were calculated. A subset of slides 

was scored multiple times to demonstrate reproducibility.  Each case received an 

intensity score from 0-3 (0=negative, 1=weak, 2=moderate, 3=intense) and the 

percentage of positive cells was recorded, which was converted to a tiered positivity 
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score (for BMI1, 0=less than 10%, 1=11-49%, 2=50-74%, 3=75-100%; for AIB1, 

0=less than 10%, 1=11-40%, 2=41-69%, 3=70-100%). 

Luciferase Reporter Assay. 

HFKs were transiently cotransfected using Lipofectamine 2000 reagent (Invitrogen) 

according to the protocol provided by the manufacturer. Cotransfections were 

performed using 1.2 μg of a AIB1 reporter plasmid (pGL3-ACTR-1.6kb)99 or 1 ug of a 

PTPN13 reporter plasmid, -1953 to -937 relative to the +1 transcription start site 

(pGL3-AW)100 or 1 ug of -1745CD1LUC construct, an 1882-bp construct using the 

pA3LUC backbone vector and incorporating the Cyclin D1 (CCND1) core promoter101 

and 500 ng of each expression vector as indicated (pJS55-HPV-16 E6 wt or mutated 

proteins Δ123-127, SAT, or ΔPDZ; or pJS55-2X-FLAG-hTERTwt, G145A, Q169A, 

Y56A, or T546A; or pCDNA-hTERT-HA, 1-330, 282-590, 525-1132; or pCI-hTERT, 

1-300, 1-350, or 301-1132; or pJS55, pCDNA, of pCI empty vector for basal promoter 

activity).  Cells were also cotransfected with 2 ng of the pRL-CMV plasmid 

(Promega), which contains the R. reniformis luciferase gene as a transfection control. 

Firefly and Renilla luciferase activities were measured 24 h after transfection using the 

dual luciferase reporter assay system (Promega) and Veritas microplate luminometer 

(Turner Biosystems, Sunnyvale, CA).  Relative luciferase activity was reported 

normalizing the firefly values to the Renilla internal control values with one exception.  

pCDNA backbone induced significant variation to the Renilla luciferase so 
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experiments with these vectors report values that are not normalized to Renilla but 

rather report absolute firefly luciferase values. 
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III.  RESULTS 
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3.1 Aim 1: Determine if hTERT modulates gene expression in human genital 

keratinocytes compared to HPV-16 E6 and to what extent these expression 

changes are dependent on the reverse transcriptase function of hTERT. 

3.1.1 hTERT alters gene expression profiles similar to HPV E6 independent of 

hTERT catalytic function. 

Given the evidence supporting the extratelomeric functions of hTERT, we set out to 

identify the telomere-independent mechanism to explain the inactive hTERT 

immortalization phenomenon.  hTERT has been previously described to alter gene 

expression66–68,102.  However, given the conflicting reports of hTERT on gene 

expression in various model systems66–68,102 we identified hTERT expression profile 

changes in the background of primary epithelial cells.  We stably expressed E6, wild-

type hTERT (hTERTwt), or hTERTci in primary HFKs and conducted array-based 

whole genome expression analysis (Figure 6A).  Dye swap comparisons were 

performed with the arrays (Figure 6B).  In all array pairs, the dye swap comparisons 

showed greater than 75% of the changes to be directionally consistent across the paired 

arrays.  These served as an internal validation of the hybridization. 
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Figure 6.  Scheme of array-based whole genome expression analysis. 

(A) We stably expressed E6, hTERTwt or a catalytically inactive mutated protein hTERTci in primary 

HFKs.  Cells were lysed using the TRIzol reagent and RNA isolated following the manufacturer's 

protocol (Invitrogen) from samples 12-14 days post-infection.  RNA quality was assessed by 

bioanalyzer.  RNA was reverse transcribed and labeled with fluorescent dyes (Cy3 or Cy5) and 

submitted for array analysis using the Agilent 4 x 44K format. (B) Dye swap comparisons were made 

and directionally consistent changes were identified.  The high percentage of consistency in expression 

changes are shown in the chart and support the integrity of the data.  Changes were called significant if 

the fold change > 1.33 and p value < 0.01.   
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Because E6 is a known activator of the hTERT protein34, expression changes shared by 

hTERT and E6 could represent hTERT-dependent E6 targets.  As expected, significant 

amount of mRNA expression changes seen in E6 were also altered by hTERTwt (1379 

of 6991, or 20% of E6 changes with fold change > 1.33 and p-value < 0.01) (Figure 

7A).  More than half of the hTERT changes (58%, 1379/2359) were also seen by E6, 

suggesting that changes seen in hTERT-expressing cells are also altered by E6-

expressing cells, possibly through an hTERT-dependent pathway. 

To pursue whether these expression changes seen in hTERTwt were dependent on 

changes in telomere biology, we also expressed a catalytically inactive mutated protein 

hTERTci in primary HFKs.  A total of 2359 probes demonstrated altered mRNA 

expression in hTERTwt HFKs compared to 5467 changes by hTERTci (Figure 7B).  

Interestingly, 2077 of the 2359 (88%) of probes altered by hTERTwt were also altered 

by hTERTci.  These gene expression alterations seen following hTERT expression, 

therefore, are largely independent of the reverse transcriptase function.  1258 changes 

were shared by hTERTwt, hTERTci, and E6, requiring significant additional 

considerations to focus our study (Figure 7C). 
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Figure 7.  E6, hTERTwt, and hTERTci alter overlapping gene sets. 

Primary HFKs were stably transduced with either E6, hTERTwt, hTERTci or puro babe control vector.  

Samples were submitted for whole genome expression array analysis.  Expression profile changes shown 

by hTERTwt are compared to expression profile changes in E6 (A) and hTERTci mutated protein (B).  

As expected, a significant amount of the expression changes seen in E6 (6991 total changes) were also 

altered by hTERTwt (1379, representing 20% of the E6 changes).  Conversely, more than half of the 

hTERT changes (58%, 1379 of 2359 changes) were also seen by E6.  Interestingly, of the 2359 genes 

altered by hTERTwt, 2077 of them (88%) were also altered by the hTERTci mutated protein (fold 

change > 1.33 and p value < 0.01).  (C) 1258 changes were shared by E6, hTERTwt, and hTERTci. 
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3.1.2 Gene expression profiles altered by E6, hTERT, and hTERTci were confirmed 

by quantitative RT-PCR. 

To validate the array data, cDNA was synthesized from the same RNA samples that 

were submitted for array analysis.  Quantitative RT-PCR was performed with gene-

specific primers to measure transcript levels of a select 23 genes significantly altered 

based on the array (Figure 8A-X).  The results of the quantitative RT-PCR were then 

compared to the fold changes seen in the whole genome arrays (Table 1).  Of the 24 

genes examined, 17 were 3/3 consistent across the three array pairs (Figure 8A-Q) 

while 6 genes showed 2/3 consistency and 1 gene showed 1/3 consistency with the 

array data (Figure 8R-X).  ROCK2, which was altered significantly only by hTERTci 

D868A based on the array results, was tested and shown to be up-regulated in all three 

samples (Figure 8Y).  This suggests additional genes may be identified through 

optimizing PCR and primer conditions. 
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Figure 8.  Genes altered significantly by hTERT or HPV-16 E6 based on array are validated. 

RNA was isolated from primary HFKs expressing hTERTwt, hTERTci D868A, or HPV-16 E6 and 

submitted for whole genome expression array analysis.  Target genes were altered significantly (fold 

change > 1.33 and p value < 0.01).  Using the RNA submitted for array analysis, quantitative RT-PCR 

was performed with gene-specific primers to validate changes seen by the array. Experiment was 

performed once in triplicate. 
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Quantitative Real Time-PCR Validation of Array Results 
Fold Change (vs. ev) 

PROBE 
IDENTIFIER 

GENE 
NAME 

HPV16-E6 
(5) 

HPV16-E6 
(6) 

hTERTwt 
(1) 

hTERTwt 
(2) 

hTERTci 
(3) 

hTERTci 
(4) 

NM_181054 HIF1a 3.15 2.99 1.93 1.80 3.68 3.49 

NM_005406 ROCK1 21.68 8.13 4.35 2.72 8.41 4.20 

NM_000321 RB1 3.65 3.29 1.90 1.66 2.33 2.07 

NM_014781 RB1CC1 3.39 3.21 2.72 2.65 3.75 3.89 

NM_006910 RB1BP6 3.53 3.70 1.65 1.90 2.20 2.34 

NM_002894 RB1BP8 3.38 3.66 1.77 1.69 2.22 2.30 

L13698 BMI1 2.21 2.15 1.98 1.76 2.24 2.21 

NM_181659 AIB1 1.57 1.36 2.44 1.80 2.60 2.24 

NM_003489 NRIP1 3.96 3.75 3.09 2.89 5.99 5.55 

NM_004360 CDH1 1.58 1.47 1.58 1.45 1.44 1.35 

NM_000314 PTEN 1.87 1.79 1.70 1.49 1.84 1.72 

NM_006447 USP1 6.99 6.39 1.93 1.52 2.26 2.01 

NM_015450 POT1 4.33 4.24 2.46 2.16 4.04 3.16 

NM_002093 GSK3B 1.35 1.50 1.34 1.55 1.66 1.89 

NM_000546 P53 -1.56 -1.65 -1.73 -1.98 -2.03 -2.18 

NM_001012271 BIRC5 1.89 1.86 -1.85 -1.83 -2.74 -2.74 

NM_001237 CCNA2 2.41 2.45 -1.90 -1.88 -2.03 -1.90 

NM_033285 P53INP1 -1.53 -1.69 2.65 2.12 3.16 2.73 

NM_005225 E2F1 NS NS -1.71 -2.09 -2.69 -3.28 

NM_001949 E2F3 1.49 NS 2.03 1.57 1.82 1.53 

NM_017638 MED18 -2.36 -2.55 -8.38 -14.56 -10.02 -16.18 

NM_001018115 FANCD2 1.97 1.63 -1.81 -2.09 -2.23 -2.47 

NM_005163 AKT1 -1.37 -1.45 -1.66 -1.60 -2.99 -2.90 

NM_001025366 VEGF NS NS -1.38 -1.49 -1.71 -1.89 

NM_004850 ROCK2 4.94 NS NS NS 2.92 2.13 
 

Table 1. List of genes significantly altered based on array. 

A list of genes was chosen to perform quantitative RT-PCR to confirm results from array.  This table is a 

list of these genes chosen, with corresponding array data.  The vast majority of array data was confirmed 
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by quantitative RT-PCR.  Italicized values represent data that did not correspond with quantitative real-

time PCR results.  NS = not significant. 
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After identifying mRNA level changes by array and confirming them with quantitative 

RT-PCR, we investigated if protein levels of these genes were also altered.  Whole cell 

protein lysates were harvested from primary HFKs stably transduced with pBP-ev, 

pBP-HPV-16 E6, pBP-hTERTwt, or pBP-hTERTci D868A.  Protein level expression 

was then quantified by Western blot (Figure 9A).  β-actin levels serve as a loading 

control.  ROCK1, RB1, and POT1 protein levels are increased in E6, hTERTwt and 

hTERTci D868A cells compared to empty vector (Figure 9B-D), correlating with 

mRNA levels changes (Figure 8 B, C, L).  In the case of HIF1α, protein levels appear 

slightly decreased (Figure 9E) the observed changes in mRNA levels (Figure 8A).  

P53 mRNA levels were found to be decreased in E6, hTERTwt and hTERTci D868A 

cells compared to empty vector (Figure 8N).  As expected, HPV-16 E6 targets P53 for 

degradation (Figure 9F)13.  Interestingly, hTERTwt and hTERTci D868A appear to 

increase P53 protein levels (Figure 9F). 
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Figure 9. hTERT and HPV-16 E6 targets show changes in protein expression. 
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Whole cell protein lysates were harvested from primary HFKs expressing pBP-ev, pBP-HPV-16 E6, 

pBP-hTERTwt, or pBP-hTERTci D868A.  Potential target protein (altered mRNA levels based on array) 

levels were analyzed by Western blot.  (A) Lysates were separated by 4-20% gradient SDS-PAGE.  

Antibodies were used to detect ROCK1 (1:1000, H-85, Santa Cruz), RB1 (1:1000, Cell Signaling), 

POT1 (1:1000, AbCam), HIF1α (1:1000, Novus Biologicals), P53 (1:1000, Pab 1801, Santa Cruz), or 

ACTIN (1:5000, Sigma).  (B-F) Levels were quantified based on band intensity and normalized to 

ACTIN.  Experiments were performed once. 
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Taken together, the quantitative RT-PCR and Western blot data confirmed the integrity 

of the expression array experiment and motivated in depth studies on select targets of 

interest. 

3.2 Aim 2: Confirm and validate a particular cellular gene modulated by 

hTERT in human genital keratinocytes, determine expression level of the target 

in various immortalized and tumorigenic cell systems, and its ability to substitute 

for hTERT in immortalizing keratinocytes. 

3.2.1 hTERT increases expression of chromatin remodeling genes, including Bmi1. 

 

The hTERTwt-hTERTci overlapping gene set was submitted for analysis using 

Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID)97.  

Functional annotation clustering of the 2077 catalytically independent changes, 408 

ranked clusters with associated enrichment scores were identified.  The top ten clusters 

are shown based on enrichment scores.  Clusters are shown as a list including all terms 

identified in a cluster (Table 2) and listed by group term (Figure 10). 
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Top Ten Gene Categories altered by hTERT 

Annotation Cluster 1 Enrichment Score: 16.633   

Terms: nuclear lumen, organelle lumen, membrane-enclosed lumen,  
intracellular organelle lumen, nucleoplasm, nucleolus 

Annotation Cluster 2 Enrichment Score: 15.438   

Terms: cell cycle, cell cycle, cell division, cell cycle phase, mitotic cell cycle, cell cycle 
process, M phase, organelle fission, mitosis, nuclear division, mitosis, M phase of 

mitotic cell cycle, cell division 

Annotation Cluster 3 Enrichment Score: 11.939   

Terms: intracellular non-membrane-bounded organelle,  
non-membrane-bounded organelle, cytoskeleton 

Annotation Cluster 4 Enrichment Score: 10.638   

Terms: atp-binding, nucleotide-binding, nucleotide phosphate-binding region:ATP, 
purine nucleoside binding, ATP binding, adenyl ribonucleotide binding, nucleotide 

binding, nucleoside binding, adenyl nucleotide binding, purine ribonucleotide binding, 
ribonucleotide binding, purine nucleotide binding 

Annotation Cluster 5 Enrichment Score: 10.391   

Terms: chromosome, chromosomal part, chromatin 

Annotation Cluster 6 Enrichment Score: 8.741   

Terms: DNA metabolic process, response to DNA damage stimulus, cellular response 
to stress, DNA damage, dna repair, DNA repair 

Annotation Cluster 7 Enrichment Score: 7.284   

Terms: ubl conjugation pathway, proteolysis involved in cellular protein catabolic 
process, cellular protein catabolic process, protein catabolic process, modification-

dependent protein catabolic process, modification-dependent macromolecule catabolic 
process, cellular macromolecule catabolic process, macromolecule catabolic process, 

ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process, proteolysis 
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Annotation Cluster 8 Enrichment Score: 5.944   

Terms: spindle, microtubule cytoskeleton, centrosome, cytoskeleton, microtubule, 
cytoskeleton, microtubule organizing center, microtubule, cytoskeletal part 

Annotation Cluster 9 Enrichment Score: 5.393   

Terms: chromosome organization, chromatin organization,  
chromatin regulator, chromatin modification 

Annotation Cluster 10 Enrichment Score: 5.294   

Terms: atp-binding, nucleotide phosphate-binding region:ATP,  
serine/threonine-protein kinase, kinase, Serine/threonine protein kinase, active site, 

transferase, protein serine/threonine kinase activity, active site:Proton acceptor, 
Serine/threonine protein kinase, binding site:ATP, Serine/threonine protein kinase-
related, domain:Protein kinase, phosphorus metabolic process, phosphate metabolic 

process, Protein kinase, ATP binding site, Protein kinase, core,  
phosphotransferase, protein amino acid phosphorylation,  

S_TKc, protein kinase activity, phosphorylation 

 

Table 2.  hTERT alters 2077 genes in an RT-independent fashion that categorize into functional 

clusters. 

Primary HFKs were transduced with ev, hTERTwt and hTERTci.  RNA was isolated and submitted for 

whole genome expression array profiling.  hTERTwt and hTERTci modulate 2077 shared targets (fold 

change > 1.33 and p value < 0.01), suggesting these targets are altered independent of reverse 

transcriptase function.  Following identification of these 2077 RT-independent gene changes, arrays 

were submitted for functional annotation clustering using the DAVID Bioinformatics Software (NIAID, 

NIH)97.  The top ten clusters are shown, based on enrichment scores. 
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Figure 10.  Top ten functional gene clusters altered by hTERT. 

hTERTwt and hTERTci modulate 2077 shared targets (fold change > 1.33 and p value < 0.01), 

suggesting these targets are altered independent of reverse transcriptase function.  Following 

identification of these 2077 RT-independent gene changes, arrays were submitted for functional 

annotation clustering using the DAVID Bioinformatics Software (NIAID, NIH)97.  The top ten clusters 

are shown based on enrichment scores.  Blue bars represent biological processes or molecular functions 

while red bars represent cellular compartments. 
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Based on enrichment scores, one of the top ten clusters grouped Gene Ontology (GO) 

terms “Chromosome Organization”, “Chromatin Organization”, and “Chromatin 

Modification” with Swiss-Prot and Protein Information Resource (SP-PIR) Keyword 

“Chromatin Regulator,” forming a cluster of ninety one probes (Table 3).  This cluster 

was visualized as a heatmap98 (Figure 11). 
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Array Results for Chromatin Cluster 

Gene Symbol Fold Change (vs. ev) 

  TERTwt 1 TERTwt 2 hTERTci D868A 3 hTERTci D868A 4 

AEBP2 1.66102 1.42737 2.29851 1.86808 

ARID2 2.13409 1.80945 3.65349 2.9074 

ARID4B 3.25051 2.2816 3.80824 3.75288 

ASF1B -2.36609 -1.9502 -2.74223 -2.38897 

ASH1L 2.26969 1.73663 3.11408 2.74894 

BMI1 2.10583 1.65525 2.26874 2.43634 

BMI1 1.98186 1.76082 2.24252 2.21341 

BPTF 1.87417 1.51484 2.3233 2.20669 

BPTF 1.6715 1.7595 2.06043 1.86311 

BUB3 1.89904 1.69174 1.74339 1.53945 

CBX3 1.74045 1.46376 1.96817 1.80414 

CBX4 -1.73137 -1.58952 -2.37253 -2.20207 

CBX7 -1.49851 -1.781 -1.70505 -1.98859 

CDCA5 -1.65356 -1.67428 -2.47126 -2.52341 

CDCA8 -1.65358 -1.72161 -2.07996 -2.11705 

CENPA -1.53292 -1.90455 -1.71463 -1.91269 

CENPV -3.92586 -3.91993 -3.103 -4.24088 

CHAF1B -1.57339 -1.56248 -2.10874 -2.02926 

CHD1 2.64907 2.41586 6.25403 4.41021 

CHD6 1.92401 1.62982 3.07448 2.4581 

CHD7 1.53803 1.3686 1.69024 1.63552 

CHD9 2.48606 2.02817 4.61926 3.32778 

CPA4 -2.72863 -2.54029 -2.01343 -2.2753 

DNMT1 -1.61644 -1.46919 -2.08451 -1.65113 

DSCC1 -1.68971 -1.89432 -1.54602 -1.72753 

DTX3L 1.77606 1.43706 1.6565 1.698 

EHMT2 -1.53486 -1.35148 -2.05326 -1.84521 

EP300 1.78665 1.75003 1.60253 1.62282 

EPC1 2.14171 1.82237 2.27357 2.10064 

EPC1 1.67842 1.56899 1.76838 1.92448 

EPC2 1.69361 1.59022 2.22271 2.02345 
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FANCD2 -1.81222 -2.0895 -2.2276 -2.4658 

GSG2 -1.72479 -1.71175 -2.3571 -2.48592 

H2AFX -1.74824 -1.75587 -2.35609 -2.17437 

HIST1H1B -1.82699 -1.49773 -4.20004 -3.49741 

HIST1H1D -1.7969 -1.60624 -2.83445 -2.52788 

HIST1H1E -1.99194 -1.55988 -1.68397 -1.54765 

HIST1H2BG -1.91275 -1.66549 -1.68773 -1.64584 

HIST1H2BJ -1.96494 -1.68521 -1.76447 -1.61117 

HIST1H3B -2.40492 -1.77334 -2.05211 -1.66098 

HIST1H3J -5.57878 -6.70379 -4.10469 -3.8725 

HIST2H3A -2.29991 -1.96881 -1.79467 -1.82353 

HJURP -2.53921 -2.01004 -4.4105 -3.65708 

HLTF 2.31525 1.70574 2.93329 2.31495 

HMGN2 -1.54576 -1.42377 -1.84979 -1.68274 

IRA1 1.58728 1.49006 2.01042 2.00003 

JMJD1C 4.70799 2.82993 6.78806 4.55136 

KDM3A 1.36761 1.41606 2.09059 2.10307 

KDM5A 1.88128 1.77519 2.0477 2.07304 

KDM5B 1.57557 1.62441 1.65942 1.71486 

KIFC1 -1.9126 -1.81303 -2.68959 -2.45079 

MCM2 -1.87144 -1.86498 -1.87672 -2.00428 

MLL 1.91338 1.81139 1.51498 1.47279 

MSH2 1.59251 1.35979 2.29596 2.06239 

MYST3 1.8519 1.50429 2.12226 1.80408 

NAP1L1 1.66977 1.55353 2.31317 2.16961 

NBN 2.3511 1.93286 3.19091 2.81411 

NCAPH -1.55661 -1.98245 -2.07628 -2.58271 

NCAPH2 -1.95459 -1.60443 -2.45243 -2.10183 

NCAPH2 -2.03421 -1.58993 -3.03699 -2.51556 

NR3C1 1.85245 1.71429 2.60067 2.46929 

PDS5B 2.0147 1.67272 2.98885 2.9507 

PHB -1.45608 -1.34421 -1.45741 -1.45215 

PHF15 -1.52761 -1.37147 -1.56697 -1.45157 

POT1 2.46203 2.15806 4.0427 3.16278 
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Table 3.  hTERT alters chromatin remodeling genes, including Bmi1. 

Following identification of the 2077 hTERT RT-independent gene changes (changes shared by 

hTERTwt and hTERTci as shown in Figure 6B), arrays were submitted for functional annotation 

clustering97.  Of the clusters identified, one of the top ten clusters formed based on enrichment scores 

was a cluster of ninety one probes related to chromatin remodeling, shown as a list. 

PRKDC 1.65227 1.5694 2.2076 2.23345 

PTTG3p -5.42749 -2.77718 -3.8316 -2.68878 

RAD50 1.80257 1.79915 2.52986 2.46151 

RAD54L -1.7152 -2.16133 -2.36415 -2.69738 

RB1 1.89592 1.66046 2.32593 2.06576 

RPS6KA5 1.63381 1.48234 2.47956 2.10005 

RSF1 1.77617 1.6107 2.65095 2.47807 

RUVBL1 -1.39057 -1.38148 -2.23197 -2.02337 

SEPT15 1.55943 1.64172 1.73078 1.83197 

SETDB2 2.44829 1.68302 2.37747 1.92356 

SHPRH 2.28983 1.8026 3.53624 3.11628 

SMARCA1 2.48325 1.86878 3.72445 3.08993 

SMARCA5 1.78222 1.5124 2.74495 2.39431 

SMARCAD1 1.93729 1.65279 3.16288 2.92127 

SMARCB1 -1.90151 -2.00186 -2.17517 -2.25521 

SMCHD1 2.62939 1.70983 5.34518 3.84539 

STAG3 -1.47768 -1.54429 -1.69571 -2.01362 

TAF9 1.71188 1.44628 1.91415 1.71223 

TBL1XR1 2.04471 1.85761 3.00134 2.76866 

TNFRSF6B -1.69072 -1.71068 -1.8551 -2.06894 

P53 -1.72933 -1.97988 -2.02702 -2.17915 

UBE2E1 3.63418 4.40042 3.46259 4.12902 

USP16 2.47303 2.29334 2.90145 2.79067 

WHSC1 -1.50169 -1.59956 -1.87439 -1.8741 

WRAP53 -2.07443 -1.58203 -2.82663 -2.41362 

WRN 1.8677 1.70039 2.80959 2.55361 
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Figure 11.  Visual representation of chromatin remodeling genes altered by hTERT. 

After identification of the chromatin cluster through functional annotation analysis, a heat map 

visualizing this cluster of probes was constructed98. The four TERT arrays (two arrays for hTERTwt, 

two arrays for hTERTci, duplicate samples with dye swap).  Red represents a decrease in fold change vs. 
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ev while green represents an increase in fold change vs. ev, and black represents no change.  Intensity of 

color correlates to intensity of fold change, as described by the scale bar.  Of the ninety one probes, 

Bmi1 is highlighted. 
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Of particular interest in the enriched chromatin regulation cluster was the gene BMI1, 

which reported significant changes in two overlapping probe sets (Figure 12A, probe 

set IDs L13689 and NM_005180). We verified that E6, hTERTwt and hTERTci 

expression led to increases in Bmi1 transcript levels by real-time RT-PCR (Figure 

12B).   
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Figure 12.  E6, hTERTwt, and hTERTci upregulate the chromatin remodeling gene Bmi1. 

(A) Numerical fold change values are shown for all arrays as they correspond to two probes, 

NM_005180 and L13689.  These accession numbers represent Bmi1 mRNA sequences that are 99% 

identical. Quantitative RT-PCR was performed on the E6 and hTERTwt or hTERTci (B) with gene-

specific primers for Bmi1 to validate the array results, normalized to GAPDH.  Experiment was 

performed twice in triplicate.  Bars represent mean ± SD.   
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An increase in BMI1 protein could be seen in both the hTERTwt and hTERTci 

expressing HFKs (Figure 13B, D) as well as E6 expressing HFKs (Figure 13A, C) 

compared to empty vector alone. 

 

To further validate the RT-independent activity of hTERT, we generated two 

additional mutated hTERT constructs (Figure 14B) that lacked telomerase activity 

(Figure 14C) but also increased Bmi1 transcript levels, similar to the hTERTci mutated 

protein (Figure 14A). 
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Figure 13. BMI1 protein increases with expression of E6 or hTERT. 

BMI1 protein levels were quantified by Western blot for (A) empty vector and E6 expressing cells and 

(B) hTERTwt or hTERTci expressing cells.  BMI1+E7 lysate served as a positive control for BMI1 

protein.  Lysates were separated by 4-20% gradient SDS-PAGE.  Antibodies were used to detect hTERT 

(1:1000, Origene) andBMI1 (1:200, F6, Millipore), normalized to GAPDH (1:2000, FL-335, Santa 

Cruz) or ACTIN (1:5000, Sigma).  BMI1 protein levels are quantified for E6 (C) and TERT (D).  

Representative image shown.  Experiment repeated multiple times. 
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Figure 14.  Bmi1 mRNA and BMI1 protein increase 

with expression of inactive hTERT proteins. 

To further validate Bmi1 increases seen by hTERTwt 

and hTERTci expressing cells, additional hTERT 

mutated proteins were also tested to determine if their 

expression increased Bmi1 mRNA levels.  (A) 

Quantitative RT-PCR was performed with gene-

specific primers for Bmi1, normalized to GAPDH.  

n=3. Bars represent mean ± SD.  2F represents a 

double FLAG epitope tag on the N-terminus of the 

hTERT protein.  Mutated AA1 had two leucine to 

alanine point mutations made at residues 837 and 840 

(L837A, L840A) while AA2 had two leucine to alanine 

point mutations made at residues 863 and 866 (L863A, 

L866A).  (B) Western blot confirmation of hTERT 

expression using a FLAG antibody for detection 

(1:1000, Sigma).  Samples were run on the same 4-

20% gradient SDS-PAGE but separated by several 

lanes.  Image cropped accordingly. (C) Quantitative 

TRAP confirms positive TRAP activity in hTERTwt 

and suggests mutated proteins AA1 and AA2 are 

TRAP negative, compared to empty vector alone.  

Experiment performed once in triplicate. 
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3.2.2 Bmi1 mRNA and protein remain increased in immortalized keratinocytes. 

 
Since hTERT expression is the critical step during cell immortalization by viral or 

cellular genes23, we investigated whether Bmi1 mRNA and protein levels remained 

increased in hTERT-immortalized HFKs.  We doubly infected HFKs with pBP-hTERT 

and pLXSN-E7 and grew cells beyond their normal proliferative capacity. Bmi1 

mRNA remained increased when hTERT-expressing HFKs were immortalized, 

consistent with hTERT expression alone (Figure 15A).  BMI1 protein was shown to 

be increased in early passage (P14) hTERT/E7 immortalized HFKs and remained high 

after serial passaging (P102) (Figure 15B).   
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Figure 15. BMI1 protein remains increased when hTERT-expressing keratinocytes are 

immortalized. 

(A) Quantitative RT-PCR was performed on empty vector, 2F-hTERT, and passage 10 (P10) hTERT/E7 

HFKs with gene-specific primers for Bmi1, normalized to GAPDH.  n=3. Bars represent mean ± SD.  

(B) BMI1 protein levels were quantified by Western blot.  (C) Long-term serial passaging maintains 

increased levels of BMI1 protein, as shown by the P102 hTERT+E7 lysate.  Lysates were separated by 

4-20% gradient SDS-PAGE.  Antibodies were used to detect hTERT (1:1000, Origene), BMI1 (1:200, 

F6, Millipore) and ACTIN (1:5000, Sigma).  Blots are quantified based on band intensity and 

normalized to ACTIN (D, E).  Experiment performed twice. 
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We performed immunocytochemistry with early (P21) and late (P112) passage 

hTERT/E7 immortalized HFKs and control HFKs (Figure 16).  In all cases, BMI1 was 

specifically expressed in the nuclear compartment.  Compared to basal levels in control 

HFKs (Figure 16A), BMI1 expression can be seen in a higher percentage of P21 

hTERT/E7 immortalized HFKs cells (Figure 16B) and further increases are seen as 

passaging continues with P112 hTERT/E7 immortalized HFKs (Figure 16C).  These 

data taken together suggest that BMI1 is not only increased initially with hTERT 

expression in primary keratinocytes but also in immortalized cells, even after long-

term passage. 
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Figure 16. BMI1 protein increases with passaging in immortalized hTERT-expressing 

keratinocytes. 

Cell pellets were formalin fixed and paraffin embedded.   BMI1 protein levels are measured by 

immunocytochemistry for (A) P7 HFKs, (B) P21 hTERT/E7 and (C) P112 hTERT/E7 HFKs (1:200, F6, 

Millipore).  Scale bar = 25 µm.  Experiment performed once. 
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3.2.3 BMI1 protein is increased in immortalized cervical cell lines and tumor cells. 

We next examined whether the increase in BMI1 is restricted to exogenous hTERT 

expression in HFKs, or if BMI1 increases occur with endogenous hTERT increases in 

a varied cellular backgrounds.  As discussed previously, E6 expression increases TERT 

levels23,25,26.  To test whether this endogenous induction of TERT also leads to 

increases in BMI1, HFKs were immortalized with HPV16-E6 and E7 and Bmi1 mRNA 

and protein levels were measured by quantitative RT-PCR and Western blot.  

Intriguingly, Bmi1 mRNA and protein levels were increased in these HPV-

immortalized HFKs (Figure 17A, B, D).  Consistent with our data in HFKs, expression 

of E6/E7 in primary human ectocervical cells (HECs) leads to immortalization, 

enhances endogenous hTERT expression, and increases in BMI1 protein (Figure 17C, 

E). 

BMI1 protein levels also showed increases in the tumor-derived, telomerase-positive 

HeLa cancer cell line (Figure 17C).  These data indicated that BMI1 is not only 

elevated in hTERT-transduced/immortalized cell lines, but also increased in HPV-

immortalized and tumorigenic cells, which contain increased levels of endogenous 

telomerase.  Furthermore, immunohistochemical (IHC) staining of cervical cancer 

tissue specimens demonstrated increased BMI1 levels specific to invasive lesions 

(Figure 18).  These in vitro and in vivo data suggest that BMI1 is elevated under 

various conditions of immortalization and tumorigenesis that are related to hTERT 

expression. 
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Figure 17. BMI1 protein expression is increased in multiple cell types, immortalized cell lines and 

tumor cells in vitro and in vivo. 

(A) Quantitative RT-PCR was performed on empty vector and E6/E7 HFKs with gene-specific primers 

for Bmi1, normalized to GAPDH.  n=3. Bars represent mean ± SD. (B) BMI1 protein levels were 

quantified by Western blot in primary HFKs and primary human ectocervical cells (HECs) expressing 
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E6 or immortalized by E6/E7 and the cervical cancer cell line HeLa.  Lysates were separated by 4-20% 

gradient SDS-PAGE.  Antibodies were used to detect hTERT (1:1000, Origene), BMI1 (1:200, F6, 

Millipore) and GAPDH (1:2000, FL-335, Santa Cruz).  Representative image shown.  biological 

replicates. 

. 
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Figure 18.  BMI1 protein expression is specifically increased in cancerous lesions in vivo. 

Sections from a case of invasive cervical cancer were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (A) and 

antibodies to BMI1 (1:200, F6, Millipore) (B).  Representative images are shown containing invasive 

cancer cells and overlying normal, intact epithelium.  Tissue staining Scale bar = 200 μm. 
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3.2.4 BMI1 cooperates with HPV E7 and immortalizes primary keratinocytes. 

Given the correlative data between hTERT and BMI expression, we speculated that 

BMI1 may substitute for hTERT and immortalize human keratinocytes.  To test this, 

we doubly infected HFKs with pCLMSCV-Puro-Bmi1 and pLXSN-E7, pLXSN-E7 

alone, or empty vector.  Cells were passaged to determine the growth curve and 

lifespan of these cell populations (Figure 19).  As expected, the HFKs infected with 

empty vector alone failed to reach 25 population doublings.  Introducing E7 shows an 

extension of lifespan by approximately 15 population doublings, as previously 

described103.  BMI1 appears to have a similar effect on extending lifespan as E7 does, 

although cells eventually senesce.  However, HFKs transduced with BMI1 and E7 

became immortalized (>50 population doublings).  These data suggest that BMI1 is 

indeed able to cooperate with E7 in the immortalization of HFKs.  Interestingly, BMI1 

and hTERT have been previously reported to cooperate in the immortalization of a 

variety of primary cell types83.  In addition, BMI1 protein has been shown to 

immortalize oral keratinocytes in combination with HPV E6104.  Thus, BMI1 may be 

one of the key factors regulated by hTERT in cell immortalization. 
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Figure 19.  BMI1 substitutes for E6 or hTERT to immortalize keratinocytes. 

HFKs were doubly infected with pCLMSCV-puro-Bmi1 and pLXSN-E7, pLXSN-E7 alone, or empty 

vector.  Cells were passaged over time to determine the growth curve and lifespan of these cell 

populations.  These experiments were performed previously by other members of the Schlegel 

laboratory. 
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3.2.5 BMI1 is a differentiating biomarker for cervical dysplasia and carcinoma. 

Given the evidence demonstrating increased expression of BMI1, we examined 

whether BMI1 may be a potential biomarker for neoplasia or human tumors.  We 

investigated BMI1 levels by IHC in twenty one cervical tissues identified by 

pathological review as either normal, precancerous, or cancerous lesions. BMI1 was 

observed in the nucleus of cells in the basal and immediate suprabasal epithelium in 

the normal (Figure 20B), CIN1, and CIN2 (Figure 20D, F).  However, a striking 

increase in staining was observed along the epithelial layers of CIN3 carcinoma in 

situand invasive carcinoma (Figure 20H, J).  For cases of invasive cervical carcinoma, 

BMI1 staining was specific to cancerous lesions (Figure 20J). 
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Figure 20.  BMI1 protein expression positively correlates with disease stage in cervical dysplasia 

and neoplasia in vivo. 

Tissues of Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia Stage 1 (CIN1), CIN2, CIN3 or carcinoma in situ, and 

invasive cervical carcinoma were acquired.  Immunohistochemical staining with hematoxylin and eosin 

(A, C, E, G, I) and for BMI1 protein (1:100, F6, Millipore) (B, D, F, H, J) was performed.  

Representative images are shown. Relevant controls are shown, staining with hematoxylin and eosin (A) 

and for BMI1 protein (1:100, F6, Millipore) (B).  Scale bar = 200 µm. 
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To quantify BMI expression, intensity and positivity scores were determined (Table 

4), with mean and standard deviation shown (Figure 21). CIN3 and invasive 

carcinoma show combined scores that are significantly higher than both CIN1 and 

CIN2 (CIN3 vs. CIN1, p=0.0083; CIN3 vs. CIN2, p=0.0372; invasive vs. CIN1, 

p=0.0012; invasive vs. CIN2, p=0.0130; p values as calculated by student t-test).  This 

data suggests that BMI1 expression can distinguish the preneoplastic (CIN1 and CIN2) 

lesions from the neoplastic lesions (CIN3 and invasive carcinoma).  Given this data, 

BMI1 is a possible biomarker for the initiation and progression of cervical cancers and 

offers an avenue for potential therapeutic development. 
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Table 4.  BMI1 

protein expression is 

significantly increased 

in neoplastic (CIN3 or 

carcinoma in situ, and 

invasive carcinoma) 

versus preneoplastic 

(CIN1, CIN2) lesions. 

To quantify BMI1 

expression, stained 

slides were subjected to 

a randomized, blinded 

review by a board-

certified surgical 

pathologist.  A subset 

of slides was scored 

multiple times to 

demonstrate 

reproducibility.  For 

each sample, the case 

number and diagnosis is provided with the corresponding an intensity score, the percentage of positive 

cells, the corresponding positivity score, and the combined score.  Each case received an intensity score 

from 0-3 (0=negative, 1=weak, 2=moderate, 3=intense) and the percentage of positive cells was 

recorded, which was converted to a positivity score (0=less than 10%, 1=11-49%, 2=50-74%, 3=75-

100%).  Combined scores were calculated by adding the intensity score and positivity scores. 
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Figure 21.  BMI1 protein expression is significantly increased in neoplastic (CIN3 or carcinoma in 

situ, and invasive carcinoma) compared to preneoplastic (CIN1, CIN2) lesions. 

Mean and standard deviation of combined scores are shown. 
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3.3 Aim 3: Based on overlapping array gene sets in hTERT and HPV-E6, 

confirm and validate a novel cellular target of E6 in human genital keratinocytes 

and its expression in various HPV-immortalized, tumorigenic cell systems, and 

cervical preneoplastic and neoplastic lesions in vivo. 

3.3.1 AIB1 is increased in cervical cancer cell lines. 

Given our data relating AIB1 and E6AP87 as well as recent publications showing 

AIB1-interacting proteins are targets of HPV20,84,91,92, we screened multiple cervical 

cancer cell lines for AIB1 expression.  Western blot analysis using anti-AIB1 antibody 

(5E11 Cell Signaling) was performed to investigate AIB1 protein levels in the SiHa 

(HPV-16 positive), Caski (HPV-16 positive), HeLa (HPV-18 positive) and C33A 

(HPV negative) cell lines and normal human foreskin keratinocytes as a control.  An 

increase in AIB1 protein could be seen in three of the four cell lines compared to 

normal (Figure 22).  ACTIN was used as a loading control (Sigma). 
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Figure 22.  AIB1 is differentially expressed in cervical cancer cell lines compared to normal genital 

keratinocytes. 

Lysates were harvested from C33A, Caski, SiHa, and HeLa cervical cancer lines.  AIB1 protein levels 

were measured by Western blot (A) and quantified (B).  HFKs served as a normal control.  Lysates were 

separated by 4-20% gradient SDS-PAGE.  Antibodies were used to detect AIB1 (1:1000, 5E11 Cell 

Signaling) and ACTIN (1:5000, Sigma) served as a loading control.  Experiment performed once. 
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3.3.2 AIB1 is a biomarker for invasion in cervical carcinoma. 

Given the increased expression of AIB1 protein in the majority of cervical cancer cell 

lines, we investigated the role of AIB1 in initiation and/or progression of neoplasia.  

To address this, we investigated AIB1 levels in vivo by obtaining clinical samples to 

perform immunohistochemistry.  Twenty one cervical tissues were acquired which 

represented different pathological stages –one normal tissue core and five tissue cores 

for each of the following pathological stages: Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia Stage 

1 (CIN1), CIN2, CIN3 or carcinoma in situ, and invasive cervical carcinoma.  

Following pathological review, immunohistochemical staining with hematoxylin and 

eosin (Figure 23A, C, E, G, I) and for AIB1 protein (Figure 23B, D, F, H, J) was 

performed.  Representative images are shown.  Strikingly, AIB1 showed positivity in 

the nucleus of cells in the immediate suprabasal epithelium while nuclei of the basal 

epithelium stained negative, most clearly seen in the CIN1 sample (Figure 23D).  As 

clinical stage increases from normal to CIN1, 2, CIN3 carcinoma in situ and invasive 

carcinoma (Figure 23B, D, F, H), AIB1 staining is increased along the epithelial 

layers, with more cells staining positively as stage increased.  Also, for cases of 

invasive cervical carcinoma, AIB1 staining was specific to cancerous lesions (Figure 

23J). 
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Figure 23. AIB1 protein expression positively correlates with disease stage in cervical 

dysplasia and neoplasia in vivo. 

Tissues of Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia Stage 1 (CIN1), CIN2, CIN3 or carcinoma in situ, 

and invasive cervical carcinoma were acquired.Immunohistochemical staining with 

hematoxylin and eosin (A, C, E, G, I) and for AIB1 protein (B, D, F, H, J) was performed.  

Representative images are shown. Relevant controls are shown, staining with hematoxylin and 

eosin (A) and for AIB1 protein (B).Scale bar = 200 µm. 
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To quantify AIB1 expression, stained slides were subjected to a randomized, blinded 

review by a board-certified surgical pathologist.  A subset of slides was scored 

multiple times to demonstrate reproducibility.  Each case received an intensity score 

from 0-3 (0=negative, 1=weak, 2=moderate, 3=intense) and the percentage of positive 

cells was recorded, which was converted to a positivity score (0=less than 10%, 1=11-

40%, 2=41-69%, 3=70-100%).  Combined scores were calculated by adding the 

intensity score and positivity scores (Table 5).    Mean and standard deviation of 

combined scores are shown (Figure 24).  An overall trend in increased positive 

staining can be seen in the images.  Invasive carcinoma show combined scores that are 

significantly higher than both CIN1 and CIN2 (p = 0.0012 vs. CIN1; p = 0.0130 vs. 

CIN2) but not CIN3 (p = 0.2903; p values as calculated by student t-test).  The 

increased AIB1 staining seen in invasive carcinoma was statistically significant from 

CIN1 and CIN2 but not CIN3 (p = 0.0012 vs. CIN1; p = 0.0130 vs. CIN2; as calculated 

by student t-test). 
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Table 5. AIB1 protein 

expression is significantly 

higher in invasive 

carcinoma compared to 

cervical intraepithelial 

neoplasia. 

Tissues of Cervical 

Intraepithelial Neoplasia 

Stage 1 (CIN1), CIN2, CIN3 

or carcinoma in situ, and 

invasive cervical carcinoma 

were acquired. 

Immunohistochemical 

staining with hematoxylin 

and eosin and for AIB1 

protein was performed.  To 

quantify AIB1 expression, 

stained slides were subjected 

to a randomized, blinded 

review by a board-certified surgical pathologist.  A subset of slides was scored multiple times to 

demonstrate reproducibility.  For each sample, the case number and diagnosis is provided with the 

corresponding an intensity score, the percentage of positive cells, the corresponding positivity score, and 

the combined score.  Each case received an intensity score from 0-3 (0=negative, 1=weak, 2=moderate, 

3=intense) and the percentage of positive cells was recorded, which was converted to a positivity score 

(0=less than 10%, 1=11-40%, 2=41-69%, 3=70-100%).  Combined scores were calculated by adding the 

intensity score and positivity scores.   
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Figure 24.  AIB1 protein expression is significantly higher in invasive carcinoma compared to 

cervical intraepithelial neoplasia. 

Mean and standard deviation of combined scores are shown. 
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3.3.3 AIB1 cellular localization differs based on cancer tissue type. 

This data suggests that AIB1 expression can differentiate between CIN and invasive 

carcinoma and might be a potential biomarker for invasion in cervical cancers.  This 

result correlates with previously published data in other cancer types, which make the 

same claim that AIB1 plays a role in invasion and has prognostic utility86,105–107. 

 

To explore the role of AIB1 in carcinoma further, we obtained 6 cases of invasive 

adenocarcinoma and 8 cases of squamous cell carcinoma and performed 

immunohistochemistry on this tissue as done with the previous cases.  Cases were 

again reviewed by a surgical pathologist and scored for intensity and percent cell 

positivity (Table 6).  Although both tissue types stain positively for AIB1, there is no 

statistical difference between them. 
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Table 6. AIB1 protein is increased in invasive carcinoma but levels are not significantly different 

in adenocarcinoma versus squamous cell carcinoma. 

Additional tissues of invasive cervical carcinoma of two types – 6 cases of adenocarcinoma and 8 cases 

of squamous cell carcinoma - were acquired.  Immunohistochemical staining with hematoxylin and 

eosin and for AIB1 protein was performed.  To quantify AIB1 expression, stained slides were reviewed 

and scored as described.  Combined scores were calculated by adding the intensity score and positivity 

scores.   
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Although no statistical difference in the intensity and percent positivity was noted 

when comparing AIB1 expression in adenocarcinoma versus squamous cell carcinoma, 

an important distinction was discovered.  In squamous cell carcinoma, AIB1 staining is 

limited to the nucleus (Figure 25B).  Given the role of AIB1 in nuclear receptor 

coactivation, its localization to the nucleus has been well-described85,86,108.  However, 

the localization of AIB1 in adenocarcinoma is altered.  In these cases, AIB1 is 

localized not only to the nucleus but also to the cytoplasm and cell membrane (Figure 

25D).  This may represent considerable differences in function and signaling partners 

of AIB1 depending on the cancer tissue origin. 
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Figure 25.  AIB1 protein localizes to different cellular compartments in invasive carcinomas of 

differing cellular origin. 

Tissue from cases of adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma were acquired as described.  

Representative images are shown demonstrating the different cellular localization of AIB1 depending on 

the tissue origin.  Tissue staining with hematoxylin and eosin (A, C) and immunohistochemical stain 

with AIB1 (1:300, 5E11) (B, D) are shown.  Scale bar = 100 μm. 
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A second possible explanation for the lack of statistical difference between cancer 

types is due to variance.  As noted from the pathological scoring, the intensity and 

percent positivity in these tissues varies considerably.  To demonstrate this difference, 

representative images were taken of both low and high AIB1 expressing tissue, for 

each tissue type (Figure 26).  These data necessitate further clinical studies to 

determine whether AIB1 expression impacts prognostic, diagnostic, or therapeutic 

outcomes in patients with invasive cervical cancer. 
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Figure 26. AIB1 protein expression is variably increased in invasive carcinoma. 

Tissues of Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia Stage 1 (CIN1), CIN2, CIN3 or carcinoma in situ, and 

invasive cervical carcinoma were acquired.Immunohistochemical staining with hematoxylin and eosin 

(A, C, E, G) and for AIB1 protein (B, D, F, H) was performed.  Representative images are shown. 
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Relevant controls are shown, staining with hematoxylin and eosin (A) and for AIB1 protein (B).  Scale 

bar = 200 µm. 
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3.3.4 AIB1 mRNA and AIB1 protein are increased in HFKs immortalized by HPV-16 

E6/E7. 

Given the increased expression of AIB1 in multiple types of invasive carcinoma of the 

cervix, we investigated whether AIB1 mRNA and AIB1 protein levels were increased 

in HPV-immortalized HFKs.  We infected HFKs with pLXSN-HPV-16 E6/E7 and 

grew cells beyond their normal proliferative capacity then isolated protein and RNA.  

Consistent with data in cancer cell lines, AIB1 protein was increased in HFKs 

immortalized by E6/E7 as shown by western blot analysis  using the anti-AIB1 

antibody (5E11 Cell Signaling) (Figure 27B, C).  Anti-P53 (Pab 1801, Santa Cruz) 

was used to verify E6 expression while HPV16-E7 expression was measured directly 

by anti-E7 antibody (ED17, Santa Cruz).  ACTIN served as a loading control (Sigma).  

AIB1 mRNA levels were tested by quantitative RT-PCR using gene-specific primers.  

Interestingly, AIB1 mRNA was increased in HFKs immortalized by HPV-16 E6/E7 

(Figure 27A). 
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Figure 27. AIB1 mRNA and AIB1 protein are 

increased in HFKs immortalized by HPV-16 

E6/E7. 

Primary HFKs were transduced with pLXSN-based 

retroviruses with HPV-16 E6/E7 and selected with 

G418 as previously described.  (A) Quantitative RT-

PCR was performed with gene-specific primers for 

AIB1 for HFKs with and without E6/E7 expression, 

normalized to GAPDH.  n=3. Bars represent mean ± 

SD.  (B) AIB1 protein levels were quantified by 

Western blot.  Lysates were separated by 4-20% 

gradient SDS-PAGE.  Antibodies were used to 

detect AIB1 (1:1000, 5E11 Cell Signaling) P53 

(1:1000, Pab 1801, Santa Cruz), and HPV16-E7 

(1:1000, ED17, Santa Cruz) and GAPDH (1:2000, 

FL-335, Santa Cruz) served as a loading control.  

Experimental result reproduced in biological 

replicates. 
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3.3.5 Increased AIB1 mRNA and AIB1 protein are found in second E6/E7 

immortalized cell type, human ectocervical cells (HECs). 

We next examined whether the increase in AIB1 is restricted to the single HFK cell 

type, or if AIB1 increases occur in other cell types.  As with the HFKs, primary human 

ectocervical cells (HECs) were infected with pLXSN-HPV-16 E6/E7 and cells were 

grown beyond their normal proliferative capacity.  Expression of E6/E7 in HECs is 

known to lead to immortalization.  AIB1 protein levels were measured by western blot 

analysis and AIB1 mRNA by quantitative RT-PCR.  Consistent with our data in HFKs, 

we observed increases in both AIB1 mRNA (Figure 28A) and protein (Figure 28B, C) 

in the immortalized E6/E7-expressing HECs compared to uninfected HECs.  

Interestingly, AIB1 protein levels remain consistently high in HeLa cervical cancer 

cells. 
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Figure 28. Increased AIB1 mRNA and AIB1 protein 

found in second E6/E7 immortalized cell type, 

human ectocervical cells (HECs). 

Primary human ectocervical cells (HECs) were 

transduced with pLXSN-based retroviruses with HPV-

16 E6/E7 and selected with G418 as previously 

described.  (A) Quantitative RT-PCR was performed 

with gene-specific primers for AIB1 for HECs with and 

without E6/E7 expression, normalized to GAPDH.  

n=3. Bars represent mean ± SD.  AIB1 protein levels 

were analyzed (B) and quantified (C) by Western blot.  

Lysates include normal HECs, E6/E7 immortalized 

HECs, and HeLa cervical cancer cells.  Lysates were 

separated by 4-20% gradient SDS-PAGE.  Antibodies 

were used to detect AIB1 (1:1000, 5E11 Cell Signaling) 

P53 (1:1000, Pab 1801, Santa Cruz), and HPV16-E7 

(1:1000, ED17, Santa Cruz) and GAPDH (1:2000, FL-

335, Santa Cruz) served as a loading control.  

Experiment performed with biological replicates. 
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3.3.6 HPV-16 E6 alone is sufficient to induce increases in AIB1 mRNA and AIB1 

protein. 

With AIB1 increases seen in both cancer cell lines and immortalized cells, we 

examined changes in AIB1 with HPV-16 E6 alone given the connections between E6, 

E6AP, AIB1, and other HATs such as p300/CBP19,20,84,87.  We verified that E6 

expression led to increases in AIB1 transcript levels by real-time RT-PCR compared to 

empty vector alone (Figure 29A).  AIB1 protein levels were again assessed by western 

blot analysis and shown to be increased by E6 compared to empty vector alone (Figure 

29B, C). 
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Figure 29. HPV-16 E6 alone is sufficient to 

induce increases in AIB1 mRNA and AIB1 

protein. 

Primary HFKs were transduced with pLXSN-based 

retroviruses with empty vector and HPV-16 E6 and 

selected with G418 as previously described.  (A) 

Quantitative RT-PCR was performed with gene-

specific primers for AIB1, normalized to GAPDH.  

n=3. Bars represent mean ± SD.  AIB1 protein 

levels were analyzed (B) and quantified (C) by 

Western blot.  Lysates were separated by 4-20% 

gradient SDS-PAGE.  Antibodies were used to 

detect AIB1 (1:1000, 5E11 Cell Signaling) and P53 

(1:1000, Pab 1801, Santa Cruz), and HPV16-E7 

(1:1000, ED17, Santa Cruz) while GAPDH 

(1:2000, FL-335, Santa Cruz) served as a loading 

control.  Experiment performed with biological 

replicates. 
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3.3.7 AIB1 reporter is activated by HPV-16 E6wt but not by E6 mutated proteins. 

To further implicate E6 in the activation of AIB1, we studied in vitro activation of the 

AIB1 reporter.  We acquired a 1.6 kb AIB1 promoter construct from Dr. Hong-Wu 

Chen99.  This construct incorporates the -1250 to +350 region of exon 1 of AIB1 with 

the pGL3 backbone, utilizing the luciferase reporter system.  This AIB1 reporter 

plasmid was transiently cotransfected in HFKs with the expression vectors pJS55-

empty vector or pJS55-HPV-16 E6 wt.  Cells were also cotransfected with the pRL-

CMV plasmid (Promega), which contains the R. reniformis luciferase gene as a 

transfection control.  24 hours after transfection, cells were passively lysed and 

luciferase activity was measured using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay system 

(Promega, Madison, WI).  Based on these results, the reporter assay showed that the 

AIB1 promoter is activated by HPV-16 E6 wt more than 2-fold (Figure 31). 

 

To further probe E6 activity on the AIB1 promoter, mutations were introduced to the 

E6 protein (Figure 30A).  The SAT substitution mutated protein replaces amino acids 

8-10 from “high-risk” HPV-16 with the amino acids SAT found in the “low-risk” 

HPV-6b amino acid sequence.  The SAT mutated protein has been previously shown to 

retain its ability to immortalize human mammary epithelial cells (HMECs) while 

losing its ability to degrade p5323.  The SAT mutated protein retains the PDZ motif, 

ability to activate telomerase, and E6AP binding (Figure 30B).  A second mutated 

protein, the ΔPDZ represents a truncation of the last 10 amino acids, causing loss of its 
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C-terminal PDZ binding motif.  Immortalization of HFKs in combination with 16E7, 

E6AP binding, telomerase activation, and p53 degradation functions are intact (Figure 

30B).  Conversely, the Δ123-127 retains only PDZ binding capabilities.  The E6 

protein with this deletion lacks the ability to induce telomerase, degrade p53, bind 

E6AP, and cannot immortalize HFKs in combination with 16E7.  These mutated 

proteins were previously published23. 

 

As we did with wild-type E6, the above E6 mutated proteins were assayed for their 

ability to activation of the AIB1 reporter in vitro by the luciferase reporter assay.  

Interestingly, activation of the AIB1 promoter was completely eliminated with deletion 

of amino acids 123-127, unlike E6 wt (Figure 31).  The E6 SAT and ΔPDZ were able 

to activate AIB1 over empty vector control but showed diminished activation 

compared to E6 wt.  These results raise the possibility that E6 activation of AIB1 may 

be independent of the PDZ domain but depend on other functions of E6 remaining 

intact.  However, protein levels of these mutated E6 proteins were not analyzed and 

decreased expression of E6 protein cannot be ruled out as an explanation for the loss of 

AIB1 activation. 
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Figure 30. Substitution and deletion mutations of HPV-16 E6 result in altered phenotypes that 

allow for dissociation of key cellular functions. 

(A)  The HPV-16 E6 protein is 151 aa in length.  Three mutations were introduced, noted by arrows: 

SAT, a mutated protein that substitutes the HPV-16E6 residues 8-10 with the “low-risk” HPV-6b E6 

residues, E6 with deleted residues Δ123-127, and truncated E6 protein ΔPDZ, which is a loss of residues 

141-151.  (B)  This table summarizes the altered functions of these mutated proteins. 
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Figure 31. AIB1 reporter is activated by HPV-16 E6wt but not by E6 mutated proteins. 

HFKs were transiently cotransfected with reporter plasmid pGL3-AIB1-1.6 kb99, expression vector 

(HPV-16 E6 wt or Δ123-127, SAT, or ΔPDZ) and luciferase control (pRL-delta-CMV).  Cells were 

lysed 24 hrs after transfection and luciferase activity measured.  Protein expression levels of these 

mutated proteins were not tested.  This experiment was repeated five times in triplicate. 
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3.3.8 AIB1 is activated by multiple HPV types in vitro but only the high-risk type in 

vivo. 

We next investigated if in vitro activation of the AIB1 reporter was specific to the 

“high-risk” HPV-16 or if AIB1 could be activated by the “low-risk” HPV-6b type.  

The 1.6 kb AIB1 promoter construct was transiently cotransfected in HFKs as before 

with the pRL-CMV plasmid (Promega) and now with expression vectors pJS55-empty 

vector, pJS55-HPV-16 E6, or pJS55-HPV-6b E6.  Cells were lysed 24 hours after 

transfection.  Luciferase activity was measured using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter 

Assay system (Promega, Madison, WI).  Based on these results, the 1.6kb AIB1 

promoter is activated by both high-risk HPV-16 E6 and low-risk HPV-6b E6 by more 

than 2-fold (Figure 32A). 

 

To confirm this result, HFKs were transduced with pLXSN-based retroviruses with 

empty vector, HPV-16 E6, and HPV-6b E6 and selected with G418 as previously 

described.  As before, AIB1 mRNA levels were tested by quantitative RT-PCR using 

gene-specific primers.  Interestingly, the results differed from the in vitro data.  AIB1 

mRNA levels were increased by high-risk HPV-16 E6, consistent with the luciferase 

reporter assay (Figure 32B).  However, AIB1 levels decreased in cells transduced with 

the low-risk HPV-6b E6 (Figure 32B).  These results suggest that the ability to 

increase AIB1 mRNA may be unique to HPV-16. 
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Figure 32. AIB1 is activated by multiple HPV types in vitro but only the high-risk type in vivo. 

(A) HFKs were transiently cotransfected with reporter plasmid pGL3-AIB1-1.6 kb99, expression vector 

(vector, HPV-16 E6, or HPV-6b E6) and luciferase control (pRL-delta-CMV).  Cells were lysed 24 hrs 

after transfection and luciferase activity measured.  Protein levels not tested. (B) Primary HFKs were 

transduced with pLXSN-based retroviruses with empty vector, HPV-16 E6, and HPV-6b E6 and 

selected with G418 as previously described.Quantitative RT-PCR was performed with gene-specific 

primers for AIB1, normalized to GAPDH.  Experiment was performed once in triplicate. Bars represent 

mean ± SD. 
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3.4 Aim 4: Generate and validate the expression of a spectrum of hTERT 

mutated proteins.  The basic functional domains of hTERT will be altered by 

constructing (and obtaining) both deletion and point mutations. 

3.4.1 The hTERT protein contains multiple LXXLL sequences. 

Given the data supporting the role of hTERT in altering gene expression, we aimed to 

generate a library of mutated hTERT proteins to identify the domain of hTERT 

responsible for this activity.  The library would be composed of deletion, substitution, 

and point mutations, including mutated proteins generated independently and acquired 

from other laboratories. 

 

Our initial design for mutagenesis was based on our previous work demonstrating that 

hTERT protein interacts directly with the HPV-16 E6 protein31.  Utilizing this 

information, we considered the spectrum of cellular proteins that E6 interacts with to 

contribute to HPV oncogenicity and the underlying mechanisms of interaction.  E6 

interacts with target proteins via several mechanisms, including the LXXLL motif7,31.  

The LXXLL motif is a highly conserved signature sequence that is designated as the 

nuclear receptor (NR) box.  It was identified following analysis of nuclear receptor 

coactivators of the p160 family such as AIB1, GRIP1, and SRC190.  Interestingly, 

hTERT protein contains multiple LXXLL sequences that may act as a binding motif.  

There are four classifications of the NR box based on the amino acids in the -1 and -2 
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positions of the sequence.  Three of the six LXXLL sequences in hTERT qualify as 

Class I NR Boxes based on the presence of a basic amino acid at the -1 position (Table 

7).  A fourth LXXLL sequence fits the Class 3 NR Box criteria, which involves a 

serine or threonine at the -2 position and a hydrophobic amino acid in the -1 position.  

Identification and review of these LXXLL sequences in hTERT motivated us to pursue 

whether hTERT used this sequence for protein-protein interaction and transcriptional 

coactivation.  To explore this hypothesis, we introduced a double leucine to alanine 

mutation in each of the six LXXLL sequences found in the hTERT protein at the first 

and fourth leucine residue.  In addition to this, we made single leucine to alanine 

mutations in two of the LXXLL sequences to protect the conserved DDVL sequence 

found at the reverse transcriptase catalytic site (aa 866-869) and the DDVL sequence 

found in the N-terminus proximal to another LXXLL sequence (aa 146-149).  The 

locations of these LXXLL sequences relative to the full-length TERT protein are 

shown (Table 7, Figure 38).  A double FLAG epitope tag was introduced to the N-

terminus of the nucleotide sequence and the constructs were cloned into both the pJS55 

and pBP vector backbones for optimal expression in both transient and stable systems. 
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Table 7. Mutated LxxLL Motifs in hTERT. 

Multiple LXXLL sequences were identified and mutated in the hTERT protein by site-directed 

mutagenesis.  The location of the residues, wild-type and mutated sequences, and corresponding hTERT 

domain are summarized above.  +Reverse LXXLL sequence; ^Forward & Reverse LXXLL sequence; 

*Class I NR Box; #Class 3 NR Box. 
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The expression of the LXXLL mutated proteins was validated by transiently 

transfecting the constructs into Cos7 cells and performing a Western blot using the 

anti-FLAG antibody (Sigma, 1:1000).  Results show that all constructs expressed 

protein with the exception of the 2xF-hTERT 863A mutation (Figure 33). 
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Figure 33.  hTERT LXXLL mutated protein expression confirmation. 

The pJS55 constructs of the LXXLL mutated proteins were transiently transfected into Cos7 cells to 

validate expression.  The following day, SDS lysates were harvested and separated by 4-20% gradient 

SDS-PAGE.  (A) Antibodies were used to detect FLAG (1:1000, Sigma), and ACTIN (1:2000, Sigma).  

(B) Protein levels were quantified based on band intensity using Kodak Molecular Imaging Software.  

2XF = N-terminal double FLAG epitope tag. 
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3.4.2 A methodology to predict residues involved in transactivation identifies 

potentially critical residues, guiding construction of hTERT point mutation proteins. 

To identify potentially critical residues in the hTERT protein, a variety of prediction 

methods were employed, including sequence alignments, motif prediction models, and 

exploiting published crystal structure data.  For all analysis, the hTERT protein 

sequence used was a translation of the nucleotide sequence with gene accession ID 

NM_198253. 

 

First, two protein sequence alignments of TERT were performed to identify conserved 

residues.  The first included five vertebrate TERT sequences: H. sapiens (human), C. 

familiaris (dog), M. auratus (hamster), M. musculus (mouse), and X. laevis (frog).  The 

second alignment contained the five vertebrate TERT sequences and added S. 

cerevisiae (yeast), A. thaliana (Arabidopsis), and T. thermophila (protozoa) to cover a 

very broad spectrum of species.  Residues that were identical across all five vertebrate 

sequences were called ‘conserved’ while residues that were identical across the wide-

ranging spectrum of eight sequences were called ‘highly conserved’.  The ‘highly 

conserved’ residues are mapped to their corresponding domains (Figure 34). 

 

To discover novel protein-protein interactions, identifying the surface exposed residues 

of a protein partner becomes crucial.  Although a variety of prediction models exist, 

crystallization and structure determination provide the gold standard for identification 

of surface residues.  The full-length crystal structure of TERT is not known.  However, 
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the Cech laboratory crystallized a T. thermophila TERT fragment consisting of 

residues 2-191109.  Combining this work with structural studies in yeast and 

human110,111, the corresponding hTERT residues that appear to be surface exposed in 

the N-terminal region were identified (Figure 34). 

 

The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) is a popular tool trademarked by the 

National Library of Medicine, NIH.  BLAST finds homologous regions between 

different biological sequences, with the ability to align nucleotide, protein, and 

translated sequences.  BLAST searches an inputted sequence against sequence 

databases, with statistical significance of the match.  We utilized this tool in an effort 

to identify regions of hTERT that showed homology to proteins involved in 

transcription and its regulation.  Inputting conserved sequences based on the TERT 

vertebrate alignment, BLAST results matched some of them to known transcriptional 

regulators.  Amino acid residues 139-153 aligned to AflR-like C6 transcription factor 

and cold-shock DNA-binding domain-containing protein.  Region 338-359 aligned 

with the IcIR family transcriptional regulator.  The transcriptional regulator GntR 

aligned to residues 441-460.  Residues in the C-terminus, 977-989, showed similarity 

to transcriptional regulating factor 1.  N-terminal amino acids 78-104 aligned with 

several transcriptional regulators, including Sigma-54 dependent transcriptional 

regulator/sensory box protein, OmpR family transcriptional regulator, transcriptional 

regulator Fis family protein, and the NtrC transcriptional activator.  These BLAST 

regions appear to be a solid focus for site-directed mutagenesis (Figure 34). 
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The Integrated Resources of Protein Domains and Functional Sites (InterPro) is 

produced by the Europeans Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) and combines methods from 

several protein databases, including PANTHER, PIRSF, PROSITE, Pfam, and 

ProDom.  InterPro protein matches are calculated for all UniProtKB and UniParc 

proteins.  The InterPro Scan tool allows inputted sequences to be queried against the 

InterPro.  We made use of this tool and submitted the hTERT protein sequence to the 

InterPro Scan software.  The results identified four motifs, with the following amino 

acid residues: 561-575, 704-720, 825-841, 862-874.  Not surprisingly, these motifs 

align to highly conserved regions in TERT.  Three of these four motifs correlate to 

reverse transcriptase domains A, B’ and C (704-720, 825-841, 862-874)50.  The fourth 

motif aligns to the TERT-specific reverse transcriptase T-motif, which is involved in 

binding to TERC49,52.  Mutations to these motifs can help separate the reverse 

transcriptase function from the ability of TERT to transactivate cellular genes. 
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Figure 34.  Summary of proposed critical residues in hTERT. 

The hTERT sequence was analyzed to identify residues involved in transactivation.  A protein sequence 

alignment identified highly conserved residues.  Previous literature identified by crystal structure the 

surface exposed residues of the N-terminus109–111.  A BLAST alignment unveiled regions that showed 

homology with other proteins involved in transcription regulation while the InterPro Motif Scan 

software identified potential new motifs. 
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Synthesizing the predictive data and sequencing alignment information, point 

mutations were introduced to hTERT that may play a role in transactivation.  The in 

vitro site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the Quikchange XL Site-Directed 

Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene).  Mutagenic primers were designed with the desired 

mutation flanked by ~10-15 bases of correct sequence on both sides.  Point mutation 

proteins were then introduced to the pBP-TERT and pJS55-2X-FLAG-TERT plasmid 

backbones.  A summary of the point mutation proteins constructed is shown (Table 8). 
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Table 8.  Summary of point mutations introduced to the hTERT protein. 

Point mutations were introduced to the hTERT full-length protein as shown.  Each mutated protein has 

its corresponding domain listed as well as the rationale which motivated the mutated protein 

construction.  C = conserved residue, based on identity across five vertebrate alignment; HC = highly 

conserved residue, based on identity across phylogenetically variant species; SE = Surface exposed 

based on published crystal structure and analyses109–111; B = BLAST search results related to 

transcription based on query of conserved residue patches; L = proximity to an LXXLL sequence; IP = 

identified by IterPro Scan; RT = conserved across multiple Reverse Transcriptase enzymes 
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3.4.3 Expression in HFKs of a subset of hTERT mutated proteins validate hTERTwt 

targets. 

Primary HFKs were stably transduced with pBP-2X-FLAG-hTERTwt, mutated 

proteins, and empty vector.  Following selection by puromycin and subsequent 

expansion, cells were harvested for RNA and whole cell protein lysates.  Protein level 

expression was then quantified by Western blot (Figure 35).  β-actin levels serve as a 

loading control while FLAG antibody verified the expression of TERT.  AIB1, RB1, 

and POT1 protein levels are increased in hTERTwt compared to empty vector.  

G145A, 149AA, and 152A appear to show the same gene alteration profile as the wild-

type (Figure 35C-E).  However, 863AA appears to have lost the ability to induce the 

increases in RB1 and POT1 as seen in the wild-type and other hTERT mutated proteins 

(Figure 35D, E).  Importantly, 863AA TERT expression appears to be reduced 

(Figure 35A).    This may be the cause for the diminished increase in select target 

genes.  However, quantifying protein levels based on band intensity suggests the 

863AA mutated protein is expressed at levels consistent with wild-type and other 

mutated proteins (Figure 35B).  This 863AA altered phenotype requires 

reproducibility prior to making firm conclusions. 
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Figure 35.  Select hTERT mutated proteins alter gene targets as wild-type while the 863AA 

mutated protein loses the ability to alter target genes. 

Whole cell protein lysates were harvested from primary HFKs expressing pBP-ev, pBP-2XFLAG-

hTERTwt, or TERT mutated proteins.  Protein levels of select target genes were quantified by Western 

blot.  Lysates were separated by 4-20% gradient SDS-PAGE.  Antibodies were used to detect AIB1 

(1:1000 5E11, Cell Signaling), RB1 (1:1000, Cell Signaling), POT1 (1:1000, AbCam), or ACTIN 

(1:5000, Sigma).  This experiment was performed once and must be repeated. 
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Given the encouraging Western blot data, quantitative RT-PCR was performed on 

cDNA synthesized from the harvested RNA of these same cells.  Pot1 (Figure 36A), 

AIB1 (Figure 36B), Rb1 (Figure 36C), Rb1cc1 (Figure 36D), and Bmi1 (Figure 36E) 

mRNA levels were measured.  Consistent with the western blot data, the G145A, 

149AA, and 152A mutated proteins behaved like wild-type and activated the target 

genes tested (Figure 36), with a single exception.  Pot1 mRNA levels did not increase 

in G145A-expressing HFKs.  Also consistent with western blot data is the diminished 

activity seen in 863AA. 

Additional target mRNA levels were investigated beyond those examined by western 

blot.  RB1CC1 is a known activator of RB1 and the profile of mRNA changes seems to 

follow the pattern for RB1 quite consistently (Figure 36D).  Bmi1 mRNA levels were 

also included in the study and it appears that all hTERT mutated proteins seem to 

increase Bmi1 mRNA at wild-type levels. 

Additional mutated proteins were also included in this mRNA study.  837AA and 

1092AA appear to increase mRNA of target level genes like wild-type (Figure 36). 
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Figure 36. Select hTERT mutated proteins validate increases seen by hTERTwt in target gene 

mRNA levels while increases in target mRNA levels is diminished in 863AA. 

Quantitative RT-PCR was performed on primary HFKs expressing hTERTwt, hTERT mutated proteins, 

or empty vector with gene-specific primers for Pot1, AIB1, Rb1, Rb1cc1, or Bmi1, normalized to 

GAPDH.  Experiment performed once. 
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3.4.4 hTERTwt and hTERT mutated proteins induce the CCND1 and PTPN13 

promoters in vitro. 

In an effort to establish a more rapid approach to screening hTERT mutated proteins 

for their ability to transactivate target genes, we employed the Dual Luciferase 

Reporter system.   

 

We preferred published luciferase promoter constructs of genes that were shown to be 

upregulated in HFKs by hTERT via our array experiment.  Therefore, we acquired the 

-1745CD1LUC construct, an 1882-bp construct using the pA3LUC backbone vector 

and incorporating the Cyclin D1 core promoter from -1745 relative to the transcription 

start site, spanning over the ATG start to +138 (referred to hereon as CCND1 

promoter)101.  We also acquired a second published promoter construct, pAW, which 

incorporates -1953 to -937 upstream of the PTPN13 transcription start site into the 

pGL3 luciferase backbone (referred to hereon as PTPN13 promoter)100. 

 

First, HFKs expressing wild-type TERT or the catalytic inactive TERT mutated 

proteins (D868A or D712A) were analyzed for their capacity to induce the CCND1 

and PTPN13 promoter.  Indeed, TERT and the TERTci mutated proteins recapitulated 

the increase seen in by array by inducing the promoters of both CCND1 (Figure 37A) 

and PTPN13 compared to empty vector control (Figure 37B).  Confident in the assay, 

we screened a group of hTERT point mutation proteins, including G145A, Q169A, 

Y562A, and T564A.  As was the case with the TERTci mutated protein, each of these 
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hTERT mutated proteins induced the promoters of CCND1 (Figure 37C) and PTPN13 

(Figure 37D) over empty vector. 
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Figure 37. hTERTwt and hTERT mutated proteins induce CCND1 and PTPN13 promoters. 

HFKs were transiently cotransfected with reporter plasmid,expression vector and luciferase control 

(pRL-delta-CMV).  Cells were lysed 24 hrs after transfection and luciferase activity measured.  HFKs 
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are transfected with expression vectors ev, hTERTwt and hTERTci mutated proteins D868A and D712A 

with reporter plasmid (A) CCND1 and (B) PTPN13. HFKs were transfected with expression vectors ev, 

hTERTwt, G145A, Q169A, Y562A, and T564A with reporter plasmid (D) CCND1 and (E) PTPN13. 

Protein expression levels were not measured.  This experiment set was performed twice in triplicate.  

Bars represent mean ± SD. 
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3.4.5 Deletion and substitution mutations of hTERT were constructed and acquired 

for study. 

An alternative approach to probing novel TERT function is to establish a mutational 

library composed of fragments of the full-length protein.  Therefore, the lab previously 

constructed fragments of the TERT protein using the pCDNA-TERT-HA backbone to 

separate the protein into three separate fragments: 1-330, 282-590, and 525-1132 

(Figure 38).  Expression of these fragments was confirmed previously by Western 

blot. 

 

A second set of multiple TERT fragments was acquired from the Beattie laboratory112.  

Fragments separated the TEN/GQ/RID1 domain from the rest of the protein (1-300, 

301-1132; 1-350, 351-1132), isolated the RT domain (505-967) and serially fragments 

the RT (601-927) and C-terminal (928-1132) domains (Figure 38). 

 

We also acquired NAAIRS substitution mutated proteins introduced to parts of the N-

terminal DAT domain from the Counter laboratory113.  They introduced 90 tandem 

NAAIRS substitutions from the initiating methionine to the T-motif of hTERT.  

NAAIRS substitution mutagenesis is supposed to have little effect on overall protein 

structure due to the fact that there is no change to the overall length of the protein and 

the sequence NAAIRS has been described to have the ability to adopt multiple 

conformations114.  Specifically, we acquired +74 (NAAIRS substitution from aa 74-

79), +92, +98, and +122 of the DAT domain within RID1. 
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Figure 38.  Summary of hTERT fragments and substitution mutations. 

The hTERT protein was fragmented as shown above to isolate different domains from one another.  Two 

separate sets of fragments obtained.  NAAIRS substitution mutations were introduced to the DAT 

domain of RID1.  Point mutations were introduced to the LXXLL sequences found in TERT as 

described in Table 6. 
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3.4.6 hTERT fragments reveal that the N-terminus appears to be critical for in vitro 

reporter activation of hTERT targets CCND1 and PTPN13. 

As we did with the point mutation proteins, we screened the hTERT fragments using 

the CCND1 and PTPN13 reporter assay.  Interestingly, hTERT 1-300 and 1-350 

induced CCND1 more than hTERTwt while hTERT 301-1132 was defective (Figure 

39A).  This suggested induction of the CCND1 promoter may depend on residues in 

the N-terminus.  A similar pattern was recapitulated in the second fragment set where 

the only fragment to slightly induce CCND1 came from the 1-330 fragment (Figure 

39B).  Surprisingly, this same overall trend was seen with the PTPN13 promoter.  

hTERT 1-350 fragment induced the PTPN13 promoter at levels higher than wild-type 

while the 301-1132 fragment was defective for induction.  The 1-300 fragment showed 

only a modest increase in relative luciferase activity compared to empty vector (Figure 

39C). 
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Figure 39. CCND1 and PTPN13 promoters are induced by hTERTwt and fragmenting the 

hTERT protein alters the induction. 
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HFKs were transiently cotransfected with reporter plasmid, expression vector and luciferase control 

(pRL-delta-CMV).  Cells were lysed 24 hrs after transfection and luciferase activity measured.  HFKs 

are transfected with pCI expression vectors112 ev, hTERT, 1-300, 1-350, and 301-1132, with reporter 

plasmid (A) CCND1101 and (C) PTPN13100. HFKs were cotransfected with pCDNA expression vectors 

ev, hTERT-HA, 1-330, 282-590, and 525-1132 with reporter plasmid (B) CCND1 and (D) PTPN13. 

Protein expression levels were not measured.  For (A) and (D), the experiment was performed twice and 

for (C), three times while for (B), once. All samples run in triplicate. Bars represent mean ± SD.   
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IV.  DISCUSSION 
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4.1 Inactive hTERT proteins cooperate to bypass cell senescence and increase 

expression of the immortalization-competent BMI1 protein. 

Overall our findings demonstrate that the novel extratelomeric and non-catalytic 

functions of telomerase or hTERT contribute to cell immortalization by HPV E6 and 

E7 in human keratinocytes.  These findings not only define new properties of hTERT 

that contribute to cell immortalization, but they also modify our concept of the 

mechanism by which E6 is mediating cell immortalization.  Although we cannot rule 

out the possibility that a telomerase-related function of hTERT contributes to cell 

immortalization, a number of non-canonical functions have been reported in literature, 

and the list is increasing rapidly61–68.  This led us to pursue whole genome expression 

studies to probe altered signaling pathways by primary cells expressing hTERT.  

Surprisingly, our data have shown that 88% of the genes altered by wild-type hTERT 

are also altered in the same direction by hTERTci D868A (Figure 7B).  Somewhat 

surprisingly, hTERTciD868A regulates about twice as many genes as wild-type 

hTERT, suggesting that elimination of the catalytic function of hTERT may permit 

increased gene transcription.  

 

We have also used real-time RT-PCR to validate more than 20 genes (Figure 8) that 

were altered across all six arrays (Table 1).  The RT-PCR results were virtually 

identical to the microarray data, and several of these genes are critical regulators of the 
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cell cycle, DNA repair, and proteolysis (Figure 10).  A cluster of chromatin 

remodeling genes was identified based on enrichment scores (Table 3, Figure 11).  

BMI1 was one such target of hTERT.  BMI1 has been identified as a marker of cancer 

progression in a number of carcinomas, including the nasopharynx, breast, pancreas, 

and others79–81.  Equally important, hTERT has been named as the most universal 

cancer target, found up-regulated in the vast majority of cancers38. Beyond 

identification of BMI1 in our screen, hTERT and BMI1 have been implicated together 

in previous reports.  PcG components BMI1 and SIRT1 have been shown to be altered 

in hTERT-expressing urothelial cells102.   BMI1 has been shown to induce endogenous 

telomerase in human mammary epithelial cells82. Besides BMI1, other chromatin 

remodeling complex members have been associated with the non-telomere effects of 

hTERT including transcriptional regulation of Wnt targets by binding BRG1, a 

Trithorax group protein (TrxG)64.  Our data links hTERT expression to changes in 

BMI1, providing significant basis for elucidation of an hTERT-BMI1 signaling 

pathway.  We show that BMI1 overexpression occurs prior to transformation in vitro in 

both hTERT-expressing HFKs (Figures 12-14) and multiple types of telomerase-

positive immortalized cells (Figures 15-17).  Based on western blot analysis, BMI1 

appears to show as a doublet.  However, according to the manufacturer’s datasheet, the 

antibody is expected to show as a triplet.  Although the antibody has not been fully 

characterized, the multiple bands may represent different isoforms of the protein or 

post-translational modifications.  It has been reported that BMI1 is phosphorylated as 

well as ubiquitinated and these post-translational modifications may represent the 
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multiple bands by western blot115,116.  These alterations likely have a functional impact 

and western blot banding patterns should be observed closely. 

 

The above BMI1 findings may have clinical relevance.  In vivo studies reveal the 

differential expression of BMI1 in carcinoma in situ and invasive carcinomas 

compared to preneoplastic lesions (Figures 18, 20, 21).  Indeed, Bmi1 mRNA 

expression is increased in cervical cancer compared to corresponding noncancerous 

tissues117.  Additionally, BMI1 overexpression has been significantly correlated with 

tumor size, clinical stage, and regional lymph node metastases in cancers of the 

cervix118.  Another PcG protein, EZH2, was also recently shown to be up-regulated in 

high grade squamous cervical intraepithelial lesions (HSILs) compared to normal 

cervical epithelium119, further implicating chromatin remodeling changes in tumor 

initiation and progression. 

 

Critically, BMI1 was able to substitute for hTERT in cooperating with E7 to 

immortalize HFKs (Figure 19).  Given the role of BMI1 and hTERT in the self-

renewal of adult stem cells, tumor cells that show hTERT and BMI1 positivity may 

represent a putative cancer stem cell population37,72, demanding further investigation. 
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4.2 The HPV-16 E6 protein upregulates AIB1 in immortalized and 

tumorigenic cells in vitro and cancerous tissue in vivo. 

Our array data identified a gene set of 1258 changes that were altered in HFKs 

expressing E6, hTERTwt, and hTERTci.  AIB1 drew our interest, given data 

demonstrating E6AP can target AIB1 for degradation87 as well as recent publications 

showing AIB1-interacting proteins to be targets of HPV20,84,89,91,92.  We validated the 

E6 increases in AIB1 mRNA and protein (Figure 29). We screened multiple cervical 

cancer cell lines for AIB1 expression and found it to be increased compared to normal 

HFKs (Figure 22).  AIB1 protein levels were also increased in HPV-immortalized 

cells in multiple cell types (Figure 27, 28).  E6 wt but not E6 mutated proteins induced 

a 1.6kb AIB1 promoter by reporter assay (Figure 29) and increases in endogenous 

AIB1 mRNA levels appear to be specific to the “high-risk” HPV-16 vs. the “low-risk” 

HPV-6b (Figure 32). 

 

Tissue sections of CIN1, CIN2, and CIN3 and invasive carcinoma allowed us to 

measure AIB protein levels in vivo.  Unlike the stem cell renewal protein BMI1, AIB1 

expression was negative in the basal progenitor cells.  Suprabasal epithelium stained 

intensely positive (Figure 23).  Intensity and percent positivity scoring revealed a 

significant increase in AIB1 expression in invasive lesions compared to CIN1, CIN2, 

and CIN3 (Table 5, Figure 23-24).  Indeed, AIB1 has been implicated in cancer 

invasion in a variety of cancer types, including breast86, prostate105, liver106, lung107, 

and others.   A number of studies claim that the mechanism of invasion by AIB1 is 
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through up-regulation of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)105,106,120.  A very recent 

study showed that the X protein of the Hepatitis B virus (HBV) stabilizes AIB1 

protein, found upregulated in 68% of the hepatocellular carcinoma samples in the 

study, and correlates with invasiveness.  The study also showed the X protein mediates 

MMP9 activation121.  Interestingly, MMP9 mRNA levels are significantly upregulated 

in the E6 array data sets (data not shown). 

 

Given the known association of AIB1 expression with invasion, we acquired additional 

cases of invasive adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma.  Pathological scoring 

showed no statistical difference between the tissue types (Table 6).  However, clear 

differences could be distinguished in cellular localization.  Whereas AIB expression in 

squamous cell carcinoma is limited to the nucleus, the AIB expresses in the cytoplasm 

and cell membrane in adenocarcinoma (Figure 25).  Given the well-characterized 

function of AIB1 as nuclear receptor coactivator, its nuclear localization in squamous 

epithelium was not surprising85,86,108. However, studies have described changes in 

AIB1 cellular localization as well.  Mutations in the nuclear localization signal (NLS) 

lead to a proteasome-resistant cytoplasmic form of AIB1122.  A splice variant, AIB1Δ4, 

predominantly localizes to the cytoplasm123.  Intriguingly, its expression correlates 

with metastatic potential.  This data supports the potential role of AIB1Δ4 in cervical 

cancerous lesions in vivo and future studies exploring AIB1Δ4 function in 

adenocarcinoma of the cervix should be considered. 
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Additionally, there was significant variance in AIB1 expression in the invasive cancer 

cases.  In some cases, AIB1 expression levels stained intensely positive (Figure 26).  

The recent call for AIB1 small molecule inhibitors124 opens possibilities for 

personalized medicine approaches where patients are screened by AIB1 expression 

levels and treated accordingly. 

 

4.3 Construction and screening of an hTERT mutated protein library. 

Prediction modeling and sequence analysis of hTERT identified residues that may be 

critical in the ability of hTERT to alter gene expression (Figure 34).  With this 

information, point mutations were introduced into residues that were highly conserved 

or involved in potential predicted motifs (Table 7).  Most point mutation proteins 

altered target genes as wild-type via reporter assay and quantitative RT-PCR methods, 

thereby confirming our wild-type results (Figures 35-37). Still, all hTERT mutated 

proteins were not tested by luciferase screen or through the establishment of stable cell 

populations.  This work must be completed and further mutagenesis may be necessary.  

Given that, the 863AA mutated protein appeared to have diminished ability to alter 

genes and compared to empty vector (Figures 35-36).  This seems curious given the 

wild-type phenotype seen in the hTERTci D868A.  However, this catalytic site of the 

enzyme interacts directly with DNA to add telomeric repeats.  Therefore, it is quite 

possible this region of the protein may be itself involved in the gene expression 

changes and that the 863AA mutated protein renders this activity null while the D868A 

mutated protein retains it. 
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Reporter assay screening with luciferase promoter constructs appears to implicate the 

N-terminus of hTERT in the alteration of gene expression.  Multiple fragment sets 

(Figure 38) with different vector backbones showed N-terminal fragments of 1-300, 1-

350, and 1-330 activated multiple promoter constructs (Figure 39).  Review of the 

hTERT structure shows a 200 aa linker between TEN/GQ/RID1 and TRBD/RID2 that 

is disordered and unstructured and not conserved that may be playing a role in gene 

expression changes.  A second very intriguing domain known as the Dissociates 

Activities of Telomerase (DAT), ranging roughly from aa 68-134113, lies within the 

TEN/GQ/RID1 domain.  The domain was so-called due to mutations within the 

domain to separate the in vitro activities of TERT from in vivo function.  Mutations 

within this domain left the TERT enzyme catalytically active.  Mutated proteins had no 

measurable effect on multimerization, TERC binding, or nuclear targeting.  Still, while 

hTERTwt and other N-terminal mutated proteins immortalized the SV40 T/t-Ag 

transformed human embryonic kidney cell line HA5 cells, these DAT mutated proteins 

did not, establishing a novel domain.  A later study showed a Δ110-119 mutated 

protein displayed a similar phenotype, as it was negative for immortalization of 

transformed HA5 but positive for telomerase activity and showed no impairment to 

synthetic telomere additions by multiple assays125.  Taken together, this data suggests 

DAT mutated proteins may be defective for TERT recruitment to DNA, enzyme 

deficiencies not detected by current assay technology, or most interestingly, TERT-

protein interactions.  Supporting the hypothesis that DAT mutated proteins are 
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defective for binding TERT protein partners, fusion to TRF2 or POT1 corrects 

telomere maintenance defects126,127.  Therefore, we acquired NAAIRS mutations that 

lie with the DAT domain at residues +74, +92, +98, and +122 due to the presence of 

conserved, surface exposed residues in these short sequences (Figure 38)109,113.   These 

and future mutated protein studies will be necessary in further elucidating the 

underlying mechanisms of hTERT gene expression changes. 

 
 
4.3 Models – Theoretical and Practical 

Traditionally, cancer has been thought of as a genetic disease driven by the sequential 

acquisition of mutations, leading to constitutive activation of proto-oncogenes and the 

inactivation of tumor suppressor genes.  These genetic changes lead to aberrant 

signaling and alterations in biological pathways.  Significant work has been done to 

identify which pathways and mutations are essential in tumorigenesis, describing such 

alterations as cancer hallmarks128.  The activation of telomerase has been included in 

this list due to its well-known role in immortalization via maintenance of telomere 

length.  Given its nearly ubiquitous activation in 85-90% of cancers, alternative 

functions of TERT may also play critical roles38,39.  Here, we have contributed 

significantly by identifying cellular genes in primary epithelial cells altered in response 

to TERT expression that remain activated in immortalized and transformed states.  

Still, further elucidating the role of TERT in transcriptional regulation could lead to 

significant advancements in cancer research.  We propose a model that highlights the 

key questions that still remain (Figure 40).  The reverse transcriptase structure and 
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function of TERT place the protein directly in complex with DNA44,45.  As shown, the 

telomeric repeat sequence that is added by TERT is TTAGGG and may represent a 

TERT responsive element (TRE), recruiting a TERT transcriptional complex to this 

site to activate transcription in targeted genes.  Interestingly, TTAGGG sequences exist 

outside of the telomere.  However, whether TERT binds to DNA outside of telomeric 

regions has yet to be demonstrated. 

 

It will be important to distinguish whether TERT functions more directly as a 

transcription factor and plays a role in direct binding of DNA or indirectly as part of a 

complex.  The difficulty in identifying the precise DNA-binding region of TERT129 

may suggest TERT acts more like a coactivator than classic transcriptional factor.  

Whereas transcriptional factors bind consensus sequences to regulate transcription, 

coactivators have been called the master regulators of the cell, regulating the 

transcription factors.  Should evidence implicate TERT as having a role as a 

coactivator, work will surely focus on the identification of its functional protein 

partners.  In fact, this is already an area of intense research.  To be certain, the presence 

of a viral oncoprotein such as HPV E6 could significantly alter the composition of the 

TERT transcriptional complex.  Therefore, telomerase studies in the context of cervical 

cancer in HPV-positive and negative cancers may uncover unique telomerase functions 

and targets as well as aid in developing effective cervical cancer treatments. 
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Figure 40.  A theoretical model for TERT as a transcriptional regulator.  Accumulating evidence 

implicates TERT in transcriptional regulation.  Here, we demonstrate that TERT alters expression of 

certain cancer-related genes, such as AIB1 and BMI1, in human keratinocytes.  TERT may work in 

complex with other proteins by binding DNA and altering transcription.  A target DNA sequence that 

functions as a TERT Responsive Element (TRE) may exist in recruiting a TERT transcription complex 

to specific sites.  The proteins TERT cooperates with to accomplish transcriptional regulation may 

include HPV E6 and well-known transcription factors yet to be identified.   
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Future studies must be directed at answering these important questions.  The use of 

animal models play a crucial role in validating the in vitro cellular findings uncovered 

in our work.  The generation of three mouse models with increased telomerase activity 

showed a great susceptibility that wild-type to tumor formation62,63,130.  The role of 

AIB1, BMI1, or other cancer-related genes that showed up in our array experiments 

should be further explored in the context of these mouse models.  TERT conditional 

knockout models also exist64,131, which would be beneficial in validating these 

findings.  Intriguingly, TERT knockout and knockdown models in both mice and 

Xenopus appear to show developmental alterations.  Morpholinos targeted against 

TERT show defects in somite formation while TERT-/- mice show homeotic 

transformations64.  Bmi1 knockout and transgenic models also show homeotic 

transformations as a result of disrupting their well-known regulation of Hox genes74,132.  

Exploring extratelomeric functions of TERT in these model systems will be vital in the 

identification of TERT-dependent developmental and cancer-related pathways. 
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V.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
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5.1 Conclusions 

The HPV-16 E6 oncoprotein is a known activator of the cellular telomerase protein 

TERT.  These studies highlight the gene expression profile changes shared by E6 and 

TERT and identify AIB1 and BMI1 as cellular targets for these proteins.  Our major 

conclusions from this study include: 

 

 hTERT proteins mutated in the catalytic and telomere recruitment domains 

retain immortalizing activity, suggesting telomere-independent mechanisms in 

immortalization.  hTERT alters gene expression profiles similar to HPV E6, 

independent of hTERT catalytic function. 

 hTERT increases expression of chromatin remodeling genes, including Bmi1.  

Bmi1 mRNA and protein remain increased in immortalized keratinocytes, 

cervical cell lines and tumor cells.  BMI1 cooperates with HPV E7 and 

immortalizes primary keratinocytes. BMI1 is a differentiating biomarker for 

cervical dysplasia and carcinoma. 

 HPV-16 E6 alone is sufficient to induce increases in AIB1 mRNA and AIB1 

protein.  AIB1 reporter is activated by HPV-16 E6 wt but not by E6 mutated 

proteins.  AIB1 remains increased in HFKs & HECs immortalized by HPV-16 

E6/E7 and cervical cancer cell lines.  AIB1 is a biomarker for invasion in 

cervical carcinoma.  AIB1 cellular localization differs based on cancer tissue 

type. 
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 A methodology to predict residues involved in transactivation identifies 

potentially critical residues, guiding construction of hTERT proteins containing 

deletion, substitution, and point mutations.  The hTERT protein contains 

multiple LXXLL sequences.  hTERTwt and hTERT mutated proteins induce 

the CCND1 and PTPN13 promoters in vitro, which may function as a useful 

screening tool for the library of hTERT mutated proteins in assessing 

transactivation function. 

 

5.2 Future Work 

 

5.2.1 RNA interference Studies 

Our data supports the model of hTERT altering the gene expression levels of BMI1.  

Similarly, AIB1 is a novel cellular target of HPV E6.  Still, the majority of this work 

has been done with an exogenous expression model.  It will be important to confirm 

the hTERT-BMI1 and E6-AIB1 signaling axes through knockdown studies using 

siRNA, shRNA or other RNAi technology to target hTERT, BMI1, or AIB1 in 

immortalized cells and observe phenotypic differences.  These constructs are 

commercially available and have been acquired by the laboratory.  Beyond confirming 

the overexpression data, the results of these studies will be important in directing 

future studies in pharmacologic therapy. 

 

5.2.2 Identification of novel protein partners 
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Given the accumulating evidence by our laboratory and others implicating hTERT in 

the activation of gene expression, studies to identify the protein partners involved in 

this function of hTERT will be critical.  To accomplish this, we obtained the pWZL-

Blast-N-Flag/HA-TERT plasmid construct from the Hahn laboratory133.  Following 

stable expression of the vector in primary HFKs, we plan to make use of the double 

epitope tag and perform serial immunoprecipitation to identify hTERT binding 

partners.  This high-throughput experiment will then be followed up with co-

immunoprecipitation studies with the novel partners identified. 

 

5.2.3 Comprehensive validation and screening of mutated hTERT proteins 

Significant work has been done by our laboratory and others to develop a 

comprehensive library of hTERT mutated proteins.  It is important to verify protein 

expression of all mutated proteins and assess them for their telomerase activity.  Then, 

we will screen all mutated proteins for their ability to alter gene expression.  Reporter 

assays with CCND1 and/or PTPN13 are promising.  In addition, it will be necessary to 

establish an in vivo assay to further assess a gene-expression defective hTERT mutated 

protein.  Given the fragment data implicating the N-terminus, further mutagenesis in 

this region may be useful. 
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